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1. Introduction

Magnetism in solids has its origin in the quantum nature of matter where it

stems from the spin and orbital angular momentum of the electrons. The elec-

tronic structure is fundamental for the magnetic properties of a material and

is the basis for the study of magnetism in this thesis. By means of electronic

structure calculations, ground state properties of magnetic systems may be

calculated. This thesis focuses on two important areas within solid state mag-

netism, i.e. dynamics of the magnetization on an atomic scale and the proper-

ties of nano-structured magnetic materials.

In technology, magnetism is perhaps best known for its use in data stor-

age devices, such as hard disk drives and magnetic random access memories

(MRAM), where the magnetic degree of freedom is utilized as a means of

storing information. An advantage with the magnetic state over the electronic

state, used in many devices, is the non-volatility which often is a desired prop-

erty. A major obstacle in hard disk technology, with increasing areal densities

and reduced bit sizes, is the paramagnetic limit where thermal fluctuations

prevent bits from forming a stable magnetization direction. In the future, new

paradigms for magnetic data storage are required to overcome these obsta-

cles and to maintain the rapid development in performance of data storage

devices. Another promising avenue of magnetic technology, and subject to

much research during the past few years, is the field of spintronics, where the

spin degree of freedom is utilized as a means of carrying information and ide-

ally to enable logical operations. This field partially relies on the development

of room temperature magnetic semiconductors which may be integrated with

conventional circuit technology. The promising future of magnetic technology

calls for an increased understanding of the fundamental nature of magnetic

solids. This thesis concerns fundamental research on properties of magnetic

materials with technological potential. Three important aspects of contempo-

rary research in the field of magnetism are reflected in the thesis. These are the

increased importance of numerical simulations, the increased importance of

atomistic materials modeling and the increased importance of nano-structured

materials.

With the increasing availability of computational power, numerical simu-

lations have become an important tool in many fields of science. Materials

science spans length scales stretching from interatomic distances up to ge-

ological length scales and theoretical frameworks have developed on length

scales where important phenomena take place. An important concept in mod-
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ern computational science is multiscale modeling, where theories on different

length scales are bridged together. The concept of different length scales is

discussed in the thesis where the foundation is the electronic structure level.

Standard methods for calculating the electronic structure, used in the thesis,

are reviewed in Chapter 2. Our studies of spin dynamics, are performed on

an atomic level, using equations of motion derived from electronic structure

theory. Magnetization dynamics is conventionally studied within micromag-

netism on a micrometer level using the phenomenological Landau-Lifshitz-

Gilbert (LLG) equation. This method has proven powerful for addressing

many questions on magnetization dynamics. With the development towards

smaller length scales, more complex structures and a more detailed under-

standing of magnetization dynamics, one may expect an increasing impor-

tance of methods based on a more fine grained picture of the magnetic solid.

Chapter 3 presents a derivation of the equations of motion for the atomic spins,

a discussion on relaxation mechanisms, and methods for performing calcula-

tions. The methods are then applied to a range of areas where magnetization

dynamics beyond the reach of micromagnetism is investigated. Chapter 4 dis-

cusses current induced magnetization dynamics and how the current induced

torque on the magnetization can be calculated from electronic structure theory.

This effect has attracted much attention because of the possibility of altering a

magnetic state by means of a current. Calculations of the effect are performed

on systems which exhibit spin spiral order.

The increasing importance of nano-structured materials relies on the rapid

development of experimental techniques which have made it possible to fabri-

cate materials on an atomic level. This thesis concerns layered nano-structure

materials. These have already had large technological importance in the area

of magnetic data storage. The term multilayer denotes a set of sandwich struc-

tured materials with layer thicknesses in the range of nanometers. This set of

materials exhibits interesting properties such as the giant-magneto-resistance

(GMR) [1] and the interlayer exchange coupling (IEC) [2]. Properties of var-

ious types of layered magnetic materials are discussed in Chapter 5. Most at-

tention is given to the interlayer interaction and the influence of alloying and

interface structure. Chapter 6 considers magnetic switching in nano-structured

materials. The methods developed for simulating atomistic magnetization dy-

namics are here applied to nano-structured materials. In the study of switch-

ing, we focus on the rate at which magnetization reversal may be performed.

Simulations are performed on the switching behavior of a ferromagnetic thin

film and an antiferromagnetic trilayer.
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2. Electronic structure theory

The electronic structure of a material is fundamental for its structural, elec-

tronic and magnetic properties. Calculating the electronic structure presents a

complex quantum mechanical many-body problem. Density functional theory

(DFT), which will be discussed in this chapter, provides a practical scheme for

the calculation and is currently the primary tool for obtaining the electronic

structure of a material. DFT is the theoretical basis of this thesis and used

directly or indirectly in all Papers I-XVII.

2.1 Schrödinger equation

In quantum mechanics, the state of a system is completely described

by a wave-function, which for an N-particle system is denoted

Ψ(r1,s1,r2,s2, ...rN ,sN), where ri is the position vector and si the spin

index for particle i. The wave-function is determined by the Schrödinger

equation, which is the fundamental equation in quantum mechanics. The

time-independent Schödinger equation is written as,

H Ψ= EΨ, (2.1)

whereH is the Hamiltonian operator containing all interactions of the system

and E is the total energy. For a solid, the Hamiltonian is expressed as,

H =−∑
i

h̄2∇2
Ri

2Mi
−∑

i

h̄2∇2
ri

2m
+

1
8πε0 ∑

i�= j

e2ZiZ j

|Ri−R j|

+
1

8πε0 ∑
i�= j

e2

|ri− r j| −
1

4πε0 ∑
i, j

e2Zi

|r j−Ri| , (2.2)

where Ri and ri are the coordinates of the nuclei and electrons respectively,

Mi and m the mass of the nuclei and the electrons, Zi the atomic number and

e the elementary charge. The first two terms contain the kinetic energy of the

nuclei and electrons, respectively. The final three terms contain the Coulomb

energy between the nuclei, between the electrons, and between the nuclei and

the electrons. Summations run over the electrons and the nuclei of the sys-

tem. In general, the Schrödinger equation cannot be solved exactly for more

than two particles, whereas a solid such as iron has an electron density of the

order of 1030 m−3. A number of approximations must be made in order to
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proceed. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation [3], which is a separation of

the Hamiltonian in a nuclear part and an electronic part, reduces the complex-

ity of the system. When treating the electrons, the nuclei can be regarded as

fixed, generating a fixed external potential for the electronic system. The ap-

proximation is justified by the larger mass of the nuclei and thereby reduced

velocity with respect to the electrons. We are left with a problem consisting

only of electrons.

In order to solve the electronic problem, several techniques have been de-

veloped to overcome the complexity of the many-body Hamiltonian. One such

approach is density functional theory, which provides an accurate and practi-

cal scheme for calculating the electronic structure.

2.2 Density functional theory

The fundamentals of density functional theory was developed by Hohenberg

and Kohn [4]. The method was originally developed for non-magnetic systems

but has been generalized to spin-polarized systems which are the topic of this

thesis. The 2×2 density matrix, ραβ , where α and β are the spin indices (↑,
↓) is of central importance. For future reference, matrix notation is used in

equations when spin indices are omitted. The density matrix is given by,

ραβ (r) = ∑
s2,s3,...,sN

∫
Ψ(r,α,r2,s2, ...rN ,sN)

×Ψ∗(r,β ,r2,s2, ...rN ,sN)d3r2...d3rN (2.3)

where N is the number of particles. DFT relies on the following two funda-

mental theorems:

Theorem 1 For a system of electrons in an external potential, the potential
and thus the Hamiltonian and the ground state energy are uniquely determined
by the density ρ(r).

Theorem 2 The true ground state density ρ(r) minimizes the total energy
functional E[ρ ].

The total energy of the system can be written as a functional of the density,

E[ρ ] =∑
αβ

∫
d3rVαβ

ext (r)ρβα (r)+F[ρ ], (2.4)

whereV αβ
ext is the external potential with contributions mainly from the nuclei.

The second term, F , is a functional which contains the kinetic energy of the

electrons and contributions from interelectronic interactions. This functional

is unknown and in order to proceed we use the Kohn-Sham scheme [5]. The
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Kohn-Sham scheme relies on a theorem that states that for any interacting

system, there is a non-interacting quasi-particle system with potentialV αβ
eff (r),

which has the same ground state density, ρ , as the interacting system. We pro-

ceed by considering such a non-interacting system of electrons even though

Vαβ
eff is yet unknown. The functional F can now be written as

F [ρ ] = T [ρ ]+
e2

8πε0

∫ ∫ n(r)n(r′)
|r− r′| d

3rd3r′+Exc[ρ ], (2.5)

where T [ρ ] is the kinetic energy of the non-interacting system and where the

density matrix, ρ , in terms of KS eigenstates, ψα
i , is given by

ραβ (r) =∑
i
ψα

i (r)ψ
β∗
i (r), (2.6)

where summation is performed over occupied states. The second term in

Eq. (2.5) is the Hartree term where n(r) = ∑α ραα(r) is the electron density.

The last term, Exc, contains the remaining contributions to F which were

not included in the previous terms. We can let Eq. (2.5) define Exc. This last

term contains contributions from the exchange and correlation energy of

the interacting system and it contains the difference in the kinetic energy

between the non-interacting system and the interacting system. By collecting

all terms in Eqs. (2.4)-(2.5), we obtain the effective quasi-particle potential,

which is given by

Vαβ
eff (r) =Vαβ

ext (r)+
e2

4πε0

∫ n(r′)
|r− r′|d

3r′+Vαβ
xc (r), (2.7)

where

Vαβ
xc (r) =

δEαβ
xc [ρ(r)]

δρβα(r)
, (2.8)

is the exchange-correlation potential. For this final term in Eq. (2.7) we must

settle for an approximation. In this thesis we use the local density approxima-

tion (LDA) [5, 6, 7, 8]. A popular alternative is the general gradient approxi-

mation (GGA) [9]. In LDA it is assumed that at each point r in the inhomoge-

neous electron distribution of density n(r), the energy Exc, has the same value

as in a homogeneous electron gas with the same density.

With the expression for the effective potential we may now express the

Kohn-Sham equation which is given by,

∑
β
[−δαβ

h̄2∇
2m

2

+Vαβ
eff (r)− εiδαβ ]ψ

β
i (r) = 0, (2.9)

where ψβ
i are the resulting eigenstates of the non-interacting system. Note

that the effective potential depends on the sought for density ρ . An iterative
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procedure is therefore used to solve for the ground state density. A starting

guess for ρ is used to create an initial effective potential, Eq. (2.7). The KS-

eigenvalue problem, Eq. (2.9), is then solved and the occupied non-interacting

electron states are used to construct a new density matrix, Eq. (2.6). This den-

sity matrix is used in the next cycle of the iterative procedure to construct a

new effective potential.

The total energy for the density ρ(r) is given by,

E[ρ ] = T [ρ ]+∑
αβ

∫
Vαβ
ext ρβα(r)d3r+

e2

8πε0

∫ ∫ n(r)n(r′)
|r− r′| d

3rd3r′+Exc[ρ ],

(2.10)
where the kinetic energy is given by,

T [ρ ] =∑
i
εi−∑

αβ

∫
Vαβ
eff (r)ρ

βα (r)d3r. (2.11)

Total energies can be used to compare stabilities of different lattice structures

and lattice volumes. Note that the total energy for a structure consists of both

the energy of the electrons and the Coulomb energy between the nuclei of the

system (Madelung energy). The Madelung energy must therefore be added to

the total energy of the electron density in order to obtain the total energy of

the system.

In a periodic crystal structure, the periodicity may be used to simplify the

electronic structure problem. If the effective potential is periodic,

Veff(r+T) =Veff(r), (2.12)

where T is a translation vector of the crystal lattice, the Bloch theorem states

that the wave function can be written as

ψk(r) = exp(ik · r)uk(r), (2.13)

where uk(r) is a function with the same periodicity as the lattice and where k
is a reciprocal lattice vector. For a periodic structure, it is sufficient to perform

calculations on a primitive cell of the crystal lattice and the KS equation is

given by

∑
β
[−δαβ

h̄2∇2

2m
+Vαβ

eff (r)− εiδαβ ]ψ
β
ik(r) = 0, (2.14)

where the eigenstates have the reciprocal lattice vector as an extra index.

Several techniques for solving the Kohn-Sham equations have been devel-

oped, where the KS equation is formulated in terms of different basis sets such

as plane waves, linear augmented plane waves (LAPW), linear muffin-tin or-

bitals (LMTO), and linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO). Further-

more, the KS equation may be formulated either within a Hamiltonian or a

Green’s function approach. Hamiltonian formulations rely on directly solving
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the KS eigenvalue problem, Eq. (2.14), where the KS equation is expressed

in terms of a finite basis set. In Papers V-VII we use the the full-potential

augmented plane wave plus local orbitals (APW+lo) method which is de-

scribed in Ref. [10]. Most work in this thesis is based on the Korringa-Kohn-

Rostoker (KKR) Green’s function method within the atomic sphere approxi-

mation (ASA), which is especially suitable for layered systems and systems

of random alloys. A brief review of the KKR-ASA Green’s function approach

will be presented here. For details on the method see Ref. [11, 12].

2.3 The KKR-ASA Green’s function method

There are several versions of the Korringa-Kohn-Rostocker (KKR) method

for solving the Kohn-Sham problem. The method is often combined with the

atomic sphere approximation (ASA) [13, 14, 15] which consists of a series of

approximations of the effective potential. In ASA the potential is of muffin-

tin type, i.e. surrounding each atom there is a sphere of radius SMT outside

of which the potential is zero. Within the sphere, the potential is assumed to

be spherically symmetric leaving only a radial dependence of the potential.

The potential is obtained from a spherical average of the full potential. The

spheres are volume filling in our approach, resulting in an overlap of spheres

of different atoms. Within ASA, the effective potential, Veff, at one atomic site

can be written as

VMT =

{
v(r)−VMT Z r ≤ SMT

0 r > SMT ,
(2.15)

where VMTZ = v(SMT ) is the muffin-tin zero potential. In search for a small

finite basis set for expressing the KS equations, we define the muffin-tin or-

bitals,

χα
RL(r,E) =

{
Nα
RL(E)ψα

RL(E,r)+Pα
Rl(E)JL(r) r ≤ SMT

KL(r) r > SMT ,
(2.16)

where the orbitals are defined inside and outside the muffin-tin sphere for a

site R. Here L = (l,m) consists of the orbital quantum numbers and α is the

spin index. Note that within the muffin-tin spheres the orbitals are defined

in terms of ψα
RL(E,r), which are the sought for solutions to the Kohn-Sham

equation. The functions JRL and KRL are the regular and irregular solutions of

the Laplace equation,

JL(r) = l
2(2l+1) (

r
SMT
)lYL(r̂)

KL(r) = (SMT
r )

l+1YL(r̂),
(2.17)

where YL(r̂) are spherical harmonics. Nα
Rl is a normalization function,

Nα
Rl(E) = (2l+1)

1
ψα
Rl(SMT ,E)

1
l−Dα

Rl(E)
, (2.18)
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where ψα
Rl is the radial part of the wave function defined by the factorization

ψα
RL(E,r) =ψα

RlYL(r̂). Dα
Rl(E) is the logarithmic derivative of ψα

Rl(r,E) at r =
SMT given by,

Dα
Rl(E) =

SMT

ψα
Rl(E,SMT )

∂ψα
Rl(E,r)
∂ r

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
r=SMT

. (2.19)

The potential function, Pα
Rl(E), is given by the condition of continuity and

differentiability of the muffin-tin orbitals at the sphere boundary and can be

written in terms of Dα
Rl(E) as,

Pα
Rl(E) = 2(2l+1)

Dα
Rl(E)+ l+1
Dα
Rl(E)−1

. (2.20)

Next we consider the overlap of muffin-tin orbitals, Eq. (2.16), on different

sites. In the KKR method, a condition on this overlap, i.e. the KKR-ASA

equation, is derived such that the sum of an orbital at a given site and the

contributions from corresponding orbitals at other sites, yield the sought for

solution within the muffin-tin sphere. To derive the KKR-ASA equation, note

that the irregular solutions, KRL(r), at site R can be expanded in terms of the

regular solutions, JR′L(rR′), at some other site R′,

KRL(r) =−∑
L′
SRL,R′L′JR′L′(rR′). (2.21)

This expansion defines the structure constants, SRLR′L′ , which contain the

structural information of the lattice. The KKR-ASA equation is obtained by

noticing that the Kohn-Sham equation is fulfilled within the muffin-tin sphere

if the tails from all other sites of the lattice cancel out the second term (r ≤
SMT ) in Eq. (2.16). For an expansion

ψα
i (r) =∑

RL
aα

i,RLχα
RL(r,E), (2.22)

of KS eigenstates, ψα
i , in terms of muffin-tin orbitals with coefficients aα

i,RL,

tail cancellation in the case of collinear magnetic order occurs for non-trivial

solutions of

∑
βRL
[Pα
Rl(E)δRL,R′L′δαβ −SRL,R′L′δαβ ]a

β
i,RL = 0. (2.23)

which occurs when the determinant for the system of equations vanishes,

det[Pα
Bl(E)δRL,R′L′δαβ −SRL,R′L′δαβ ] = 0. (2.24)

For the noncollinear case, the structure constants must be rotated from the

global frame of reference to the local frame of reference by a unitary trans-

formation. For a periodic lattice, the KKR-ASA equation can be transformed
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to reciprocal space resulting in the condition (assuming collinear magnetic

order),

det[Pα
Bl(E)δBL,B′L′δαβ −SBL,B′L′(k)δαβ ] = 0, (2.25)

where B refers to lattice sites within the primitive lattice cell. This is the cen-

tral equation of the KKR-ASA method which specifies the k-dependence of
the energy bands. By solving this equation we obtain the band structure of the

system. Note that the electronic structure problem has been conveniently sep-

arated into two parts: (i) potential functions Pα
Rl that describe the property of

the individual atomic spheres and (ii) structure constants SRL,R′L′ that contain

information on the positions of the atomic spheres.

The Kohn-Sham equation may be formulated in terms of Green’s functions.

The real space Green’s function, Gαβ (r+R,r′+R′,z), is defined by

(z−H )Gαβ (r+R,r′+R′,z) = δ (r− r′)δRR′δαβ , (2.26)

where z is the complex energy and where the Green’s function has poles at

energies corresponding to the KS eigenvalues. Observables depend linearly

on the Green’s function but are bilinear forms in the wave function. For this

reason, configurational averages of Green’s functions may be used for describ-

ing average properties of a system. This is useful when studying disordered

systems, such as alloys and the approach will be discussed in Sec. 2.4.

The method used in this thesis is based on the auxiliary Green’s function

defined from the KKR-ASA equation for a periodic structure,

gαβ
RL,R′L(z) = (VBZ)

−1
∫

BZ
{[P(z)BlδBL,B′L−SBL,B′L(k)]−1}αβ × eik·(R−R′)d3k.

(2.27)
The auxiliary Green’s function is calculated by using the effective potential in

the KS scheme to calculate the potential function Pα
RL, which then by Eq. 2.27

gives the auxiliary Green’s function. There is a transformation,T , (see Eq. (9)

in Ref. [16]) from the auxiliary Green’s function, gαβ
RL,R′L(z), to the real space

Green’s function Gαβ (r+R,r′ +R′,z). In terms of the real space Green’s

function, the electron density is given by,

n(r) =− 1
π

∫ EF

−∞ ∑
α
Im Gαα(r,r,ε + iδ )dε , (2.28)

where δ is small and integration performed slightly off the real energy axis. In

the KKR method this density is then used in the self-consistent procedure to

calculate a new effective potential, Eq. (2.20), which is used in the next cycle

to calculate a new potential function, Eq. (2.9).

2.4 The coherent potential approximation

An advantage of using the Green’s function formalism is the way it permits us

to treat substitutionally random alloys. The coherent potential approximation
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(CPA) is a method of treating a random alloy based on creating a configura-

tionally averaged Green’s function that represents the effective medium of the

alloy. Let us sketch the approach for the disordered binary alloy AxB1−x. De-

tails are presented in Ref. [11]. Within the single site approximation, there is

a condition on the effective medium that scattering of electrons off the atoms

embedded in the effective medium must vanish as a whole. This condition

can be formulated in a set of equations (here in matrix notation): one for the

coherent potential,

P̃Rl = cPA
Rl+(1− c)PB

Rl+[P
A
Rl− P̃Rl]g̃RL,RL′ [PB

Rl− P̃Rl]. (2.29)

and one the coherent Green’s function,

g̃RL,RL′(z) = (VBZ)
−1

∫
BZ
{[P̃(z)−S(k)]−1}RL,RL′d3k. (2.30)

where integration is performed over the Brillouin zone and VBZ is the volume

of the Brillouin zone. This set of equations is solved iteratively until conver-

gence of the coherent potential, PRl, and the coherent Green’s function, g̃RLRL′ .

From the these two entities the Green’s function for the single impurity in the

effective medium is given by,

g̃A(B)
RL,RL′(z) = {[g̃RL,RL′(z)]−1+PA(B)

Rl (z)− P̃Rl(z)}−1. (2.31)

The CPA equations are solved iteratively for each cycle in the iterative solution

of the KS equations. From the impurity Green’s functions, charge densities

for the alloy components may be calculated as well as the total energy of the

random alloy. The CPA implementation used for calculations in this thesis is

more general then described here and supports multicomponent alloys.

2.5 Layered systems

Green’s function methods have been developed for treating layered systems

(see Ref. [17]) which are discussed in Chapter 5. In the treatment presented

here, a layered system consists of an interface region containing a stack of

atomic layers that is being studied. There is a boundary on each side of this

interface region which mimics the electronic structure of some ideal material.

The interface region is divided into a number of principal layers where each

principal layer consists of enough atomic layers so that hopping beyond the

nearest neighbor principal layers can be neglected. The hopping is determined

by the physical range of the structure constants.

The range of the structure constants depends on the basis representation

that is being used. A screening parameter can be introduced into the formalism

which modifies the basis representations. The tight-binding representation has

short range structure constants and is especially suitable for the principal layer
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technique. Within the tight-binding representation, the structure constants can

safely be assumed to be zero for principal layers beyond the nearest neighbors.

We wish to calculate the auxiliary Green’s function for the interface region,

where we note that periodicity is lost in the out-of-plane direction of the lay-

ers. A site in the system may be specified by R= (p,B,T‖), where p denotes
the principal layer, B a site within the principal layer and T‖ a 2D translation

vector in the plane. The layered system exhibits a 2D translation symmetry

and we may perform a Fourier transform over these translation vectors. The

auxiliary Green’s function is given by,

∑
pBL
[PpBlδpBL,p′B′L′(z)−SpBL,p′B′L′(k‖)]gpBL,p′′B′′L′′(k‖,z) = δp′B′L′,p′′B′′L′′ ,

(2.32)
where P, S and g are in the tight-binding representation. Note that the size

of this matrix is much greater than for the case of 3D-translational symme-

try. The first and last rows and columns of the matrix are determined by the

ideal surface Green’s function boundary condition. A special partition tech-

nique is usually used for inverting [P(z)−S(k‖)] and obtaining g(k‖,z). Since
the structure constants are assumed to be zero for layers beyond the nearest

principal layer neighbors, the matrix [P(z)− S(k‖)] is tridiagonal. Inversion
gives us the auxiliary Green’s function which in turn can be transformed to

the regular Green’s function of the system which contains all information of

the system.

2.6 Heisenberg exchange parameters

In an atomistic picture which will be discussed in Chapter 3, the interatomic

exchange interaction between the total spin of two atoms can be expanded

in a series with respect to the angle between the spins of the two atoms. By

an expansion of the exchange-correlation energy of all interacting atoms, the

total interatomic exchange energy is written as,

Hiex =−J0−∑
i�= j

J1,i jei · e j−∑
i�= j

J2,i j(ei · e j)
2− ..., (2.33)

where ei is the unit vector in the spin direction of atom i, J0 a constant, J1,i j
is the bilinear coupling constant and J2,i j the biquadratic coupling constant.

The second term in this expansion containing the bilinear coupling terms is

the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. The Heisenberg Hamiltonian has proven power-

ful in atomistic studies of magnetism. There are severalmethods of calculating

the bilinear coupling constants, i.e. Heisenberg parameters, from density func-

tional theory. The most widely used approach, is through the Liechtenstein-

Katsnelson-Gubanov method (LKGM) [18]. The approach is based on the

magnetic force theorem where parameters are obtained from small angle per-
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turbations from the ground state by the expression,

Jμν
1,i j =−

1
i8π

∫
C
TrL

[
ΔRili(z)g

μν ,↑↑
RiLi,R jL j(z)ΔR j l j(z)g

ν μ ,↓↓
R jL j ,RiLi(z)

]
dz, (2.34)

where the indices μ and ν refer to the alloy components at sites i and j respec-
tively, where ΔRl(z) = P↑Rl(z)−P↓Rl(z), and where the integration is performed

along a contour in the complex energy plane encircling the occupied part of

the valence band. At low temperatures, where the angles between the atomic

spins are small, the parameters can be considered accurate. At high temper-

atures near the Curie temperature, where the angles between the spins are

large, the parameters are less accurate. An alternative to LKGM is the gen-

eralized perturbation method (GPM) applied to a disordered local-moment

(DLM) state treated within CPA. Such a mapping to the Heisenberg Hamil-

tonian provides a more accurate description of the high temperature region

[19].
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3. Spin dynamics

Methodological and computational schemes for performing atomistic simula-

tions of spin dynamics have been presented by several groups in the past [20,

21, 22]. The use of these methods for studying realistic materials has how-

ever been limited. This is partially due to the computational complexity of

the simulations. This limitation is however gradually being overcome by the

increasing availability of computational power. Approximate simulations of

realistic systems are already feasible and in the future an increasing impor-

tance of atomistic modeling of magnetization dynamics can be expected. The

scope of this chapter is to give a detailed presentation of a methodological

and computational scheme for performing spin dynamics simulations on an

atomistic scale and to present some applications of the method. The scheme

is described in Paper I and has been used in Papers II-IV, VII, XV-XVII.

3.1 Introduction

Micromagnetism, a commonly used approach for studying magnetization dy-

namics, provides a framework for understanding magnetization dynamics on

length scales of micrometers and has with increasing computational power

become a field of large technological importance. The approach, however,

suffers from a number of limitations. It is based on the phenomenological

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation, where magnetism is treated as a con-

tinuum variable on a length scale of micrometers and where energy dissipation

from the system is described in terms of a single ad hoc damping parameter.

This foundation limits the applicability and accuracy of the approach making

it inadequate for describing various modern experiments on magnetization dy-

namics. Instead it would be desirable with an atomistic approach based on the

quantum description of solids, an approach which properly displays the con-

nection between the electronic structure of the material and the magnetization

dynamics. Such an atomistic approach would be capable of giving a more

accurate description of magnetization dynamics and would provide a frame-

work for including a detailed description of the different dissipation processes

involved in magnetization dynamics. It would provide a way of calculating

magnetization dynamics starting from first-principles, enabling the study of

magnetization dynamics of materials with complex chemical composition and

materials with complex magnetic ordering such as antiferromagnets, spin spi-

rals and spin glasses.
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Figure 3.1: Magnetic excitation spectrum of a magnetic system. The long wavelength

(small wave vector) region is dominated by dipolar interactions and the short wave-

length (large wave vector) region is dominated by interatomic exchange. The figure

also illustrates the energy ranges addressed by atomistic spin dynamics and micro-

magnetics.

3.2 Length scales and excitations

Magnetization dynamics involves excitations of the magnetic system which

are either collective (magnons) or single particle (Stoner) excitations. The col-

lective excitations are usually lower in energy and dominate for most systems

up to temperatures well beyond the Curie temperature. Stoner excitations be-

come important first at high temperatures at excitation energies corresponding

to the intra-atomic exchange splitting. The energy of a collective excitation

has a wave length dependent dispersion. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. For low

energies or long wave lengths, magnons are dominated by dipolar interactions

and for high energies or short wave lengths, they are dominated by interatomic

exchange interactions. At high energies a magnon can decay into a Stoner ex-

citation via the Landau damping. This leads to a reducedmagnon life time and

a smearing of the high energy end of the magnon excitation spectrum.

Magnons span an energy range and a wave length range stretching several

orders of magnitude. This makes it difficult to treat all magnons within a single

theoretical framework. Instead there is a need for differently coarse grained

levels. In practice a complete picture of the magnetization dynamics of a sys-

tem requires multi-scale modeling where different length-scales are bridged

together. To understand the scope of atomistic spin dynamics as formulated in

this chapter, consider the three following levels illustrated in Fig. 3.2: (i) the

electronic structure level, (ii) the atomic level and (iii) the micrometer level.
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Figure 3.2: Magnetization dynamics on different length scales: the electronic level

(top), atomic level (middle) and the micrometer level (bottom). Dark shaded areas in

all figures illustrate areas where the magnitude of the magnetization is large. Arrows

illustrate the direction of the magnetization. On the electronic level, the magnetization

density is shownwith an increasedmagnitude on the atom (here the arrows indicate the

local direction of the magnetization density). On the atomic level the magnetization is

described in terms of a discrete representationwith thermal fluctuations of the moment

orientations. On the micrometer level the magnetization is represented by a continuum

with nearly constant magnetization density.
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On the electronic structure level (i), magnetization dynamics is ultimately a

result of the collective interaction of the electrons and the nuclei of the system.

An atomic moment is formed in a magnetic solid when the Stoner criterion is

fulfilled locally within areas, usually residing on the atoms, giving rise to a

net spin (S) and orbital angular momentum (L). The magnetic magnetic mo-

ment is given by, μ =− e
2m(L+geS), where ge ≈ 2 is the gyromagnetic ratio.

As a computational scheme for spin dynamics on an electronic level, time-

dependent spin density functional theory (TD-SDFT) [23] and time-dependent

current density functional theory (TD-CDFT) [24] are promising but compu-

tationally much too cumbersome for simulating larger systems.

On the atomic level (ii), the atomic moment is treated as a unit within

the atomic moment approximation (AMA). Intra-atomic interactions are usu-

ally much stronger than the interatomic interactions, leading to a fairly stable

atomic moment. In this picture, magnetic excitations consist of fluctuations of

the magnitude of the atomic moments and fluctuations of the orientations of

the atomic moments with respect to their ground state positions. In the follow-

ing sections we derive the equations of motions for the atomic spin moment

and present techniques for performing simulations of atomistic spin dynamics.

On a micrometer length scale (iii), magnetization dynamics can be un-

derstood in terms of a continuum magnetization, M(r, t), described by the

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation,

∂M
∂ t

=−γM×B+ α
M
M× ∂M

∂ t
, (3.1)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and α is a damping constant. The first term

describes the precession of the continuum magnetization in the effective field,

B, which contains contributions from dipolar interactions, exchange interac-

tions, anisotropies and external fields. The second term describes the damp-

ing of the precession. The continuum approximation is obtained by averaging

the magnetization over some length scale. The approach provides an efficient

framework for modeling long wavelength magnons and dynamic processes

that involve these magnons. Magnons of wavelengths shorter than the aver-

aging length scale enter the theory through the magnitude of the continuum

magnetization |M(r, t)|. This magnitude is constant in the LLG scheme and

for this reason, processes that involve excitation or de-excitation of these short

wavelength magnons are not captured within the framework.

The choice of length scale and method depends on the magnetic material

and on the processes that are being studied and what type of excitations they

involve. For all methods, simulations are limited in accuracy by the coarse

graining level and limited in system size and simulation time by their compu-

tational complexity. This leads to a trade off between length scale and system

size. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 where the ranges covered by atomistic spin

dynamics and micromagnetics are plotted.
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3.3 Equations of motion

We now derive the equations of motion for the atomic spins. The derivation

follows the presentation by Antropov et al. [25]. We start from spin polarized

density functional theory which was generalized to time-dependent problems

in TD-SDFT. Here a solution to the time-dependent Kohn-Sham (KS),

∂
∂ t

ψα
i (r, t) =∑

β
H

αβ
KS ψβ

i (r, t), (3.2)

is sought, where ψi(r, t) is a KS eigenstate in a generalized theory for time-

dependent problems. The time-dependent KS Hamiltonian can be separated

into two terms and written as

H
αβ
KS = δαβHnm+{σ̂ ·B(r, t)}αβ , (3.3)

where σ̂ is the Pauli spin vector and where the first term,

Hnm =− h̄2∇2
r

2m
+Vext(r, t)+

e2

4πε0

∫
d3r′

n(r′)
|r− r′| +V

0
xc(r, t), (3.4)

is the scalar part of the KS equation. The last term in Eq. (3.4),

V 0
xc(r, t) =

1
2∑

α
Vαα
xc (r, t), (3.5)

is the scalar (non-polarized) part of the exchange-correlation potential. The

effective B-field in the second term of Eq. (3.3) can be written as

B(r, t) = Bxc(r, t)+Bext(r, t), (3.6)

where

Bi
xc(r, t) =

1
2∑

αβ
σ̂αβ

i V βα
xc (r, t), (3.7)

are components of the vector part of the exchange-correlation potential

and Bext(r, t) is the external field. The exchange-correlation potential has

a time-dependence and is non-local in both space and time. In TD-SDFT,

this potential is approximated by the adiabatic local density approximation

(ALDA) [26]. In this chapter we use a different approach to solving the

time-dependent KS equation. By using two approximations, (i) the atomic

moment approximation (AMA) and (ii) an adiabatic approximation, Eq. (3.2)

can be separated into an equation of motion for the orientations of the atomic

spins and a time-independent single-particle equation for electrons.

Using the AMA, space is divided into spheres with each sphere centered

on a magnetic atom. The spin density within each sphere is integrated and the

total spin within a sphere is associated with that atom. Global coordinate axes

and local axes centered on each atomic site are introduced. At a given point
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in time, t0, we assume that the local z-axis of each atomic spin points in the

same direction as the atomic spin.

An adiabatic approximation is used for performing a separation of time

scales. The evolution of n (the electron density) and Sz (the z-component of

the spin in local coordinates at t0) on each atom is assumed to be more rapid

(fast variables) than the evolution of Sx and Sy (the orientation of the spin in

local coordinates at t0) which is assumed to be slow (slow variables). This sep-

aration is motivated by the difference in magnitude between the interatomic

exchange-correlation interactions and the intra-atomic exchange-correlation

interactions. A similar separation of time-scales (Born-Oppenheimer approx-

imation) was used in Sec. 2.2 to separate the motion of the electrons from the

motion of the nuclei.

3.3.1 Fast variables

The fast variables, n and Sz, are calculated for a quasi-ground state of the sys-

tem where the directions of the atomic spins are frozen in their instantaneous

directions. These directions of the atomic spins, ei, are imposed as a constraint

on the quasi-ground state problem [27, 28],∫
Ωi
S(r)× eid3r = 0 (3.8)

where integration is performed over each atomic sphere Ωi. The constraint

makes sure that the atomic spin has no components normal to ei. Within the

AMA, a transformation is performed locally on each atom i in such a way

that the local z-axis lies in the direction of the local spin moment. Writing all

terms in their local coordinate system and dropping spin-flip terms, results in

the following form of the time-dependent KS equation [25],

∂
∂ t

χαi(r, t) =∑
βi
[H αiβi

nm −σαiβi
zi Bi]χβi(r, t). (3.9)

where χαi is the transformed single particle wave function. Note that the spin

indices have atomic indices due to the transformation on each atom. In the adi-

abatic limit one may define a set of instantaneous eigenstates associated with

the Hamiltonian evaluated at time t by solving the time-independent equation

∑
βi
[H αiβi

nm −σαiβi
zi Bi]χβi(r) = εχαi(r). (3.10)

Eq. (3.10) describes the state of the fast variables and is used for extracting n
and Sz. This type of problem can be solved by spin-polarized DFT methods

allowing for non-collinear local moment directions. Note that the directions

of the atomic spins are fixed and that the sought for solution is a quasi-ground

state object in the sense that the directions of the atomic spins are assumed to

change on a much slower time scale than the electron density and z-component

of the atomic spins.
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3.3.2 Slow variables

The equation of motion for the slow variables, or the directions of the atomic

spins, can be derived by evaluating the commutator between the spin operator,

Ŝ, and the KS Hamiltonian,

∂ Ŝ
∂ t
=

1
ih̄
[Ŝ,HKS], (3.11)

which results in
∂ Ŝ
∂ t
=−γ[Ŝ×B]+ 1

ih̄
[Ŝ,Hnm]. (3.12)

In absence of spin-orbit coupling, Ŝ commutes with all terms of Hnm except

for the kinetic term, − h̄2
2m ∑

N
i ∇2

ri (see Ref. [29]). Define the current operator

as

ĵ≡ h̄
i2m

N

∑
i
[∇iδ (r− ri)+δ (r− ri)∇i], (3.13)

and the spin-current operator as

Q̂≡
N

∑
i
σ̂i⊗ ĵ, (3.14)

where summation is performed over electrons. Evaluating the last term in

Eq. (3.12) using the stated definitions results in,

1
ih̄
[Ŝ,Hnm] =

1
ih̄
[Ŝ,

(
−

N

∑
i

h̄2∇2
ri

2m

)
] = ∇ · Q̂, (3.15)

and the continuity equation for the spin magnetization within the KS frame-

work is obtained by inserting this result in Eq. (3.12). By calculating the ex-

pectation value of dŜ
∂ t for the KS ground state we obtain,

∂S
∂ t
(r, t)+∇ ·QKS(r, t) =−γS(r, t)×B(r, t), (3.16)

where S is the spin moment. The second term on the left hand side is omitted

in our approach. Among effects that arise from this term are fluctuations of

the size of the atomic spins. This effect is however partially already included

in the approach by Eq. (3.10). By using the AMA, integrating Eq. (3.16) over

atom i, we are left with a simple equation for the orientations of the atomic

spins,
∂Si

∂ t
(t) =−γSi(t)×Bi, (3.17)

where i denotes atomic index and Bi the effective field which the atomic spin,

Si, experiences.
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3.3.3 Parametrization

From the previous section we obtained a separation of our time-dependent

KS equation into Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.17). The first equation describes an

instantaneous quasi-stationary state where the orientations of the local spins

are regarded as fixed. The second equation describes the time evolution of the

local spins.

An accurate approach for performing spin dynamics and for calculating ef-

fective fields acting on the spins moments, is to perform a constrained DFT

calculation at each time step using local constraining fields. This has been

done for systems consisting of a few atoms by Újfalussy et al. [27] where
spin dynamics of a finite Co chain along a Pt(111) surface step edge was sim-

ulated. While accurate, the approach is computationally fairly cumbersome

and much can be gained by working with a parametrization of the KS Hamil-

tonian. Such an approach was suggested by Fähnle et al. [22] where a gradual
trade off between accuracy and computational requirements is possible. By

using a spin-cluster expansion method the effective field including exchange,

magnetocrystalline anisotropy, dipolar and external field contributions were

parametrized. By increasing the number of parameters in the parameteriza-

tion, accuracy was increased towards ab initio accuracy at the same time as

the computational requirements increase.

We adopt a similar approach, in the sense that the energy of the system

is parametrized and the dynamics is simulated for the parametrized Hamilto-

nian. Here, we present a general parametrization in terms of the atomic mo-

ments,mi, instead of the atomic spins, Si. For 3d-systems, the atomic moment

is dominated by the spin moment contribution and the effect of spin-orbit

coupling is small. For systems such as actinides, orbital moments are larger

and the total atomic moment must be considered in dynamical simulations of

the magnetization. In the KS Hamiltonian, we neglected dipolar interactions

and spin-orbit coupling. Dipolar interactions are small and included separately

in the parametrized Hamiltonian. Spin-orbit coupling gives rise to a magne-

tocrystalline anisotropy which also is included separately in the generalized

Hamiltonian. The effective field, Bi, on each atom is calculated from

Bi =−∂H
∂mi

. (3.18)

The parametrized Hamiltonian is composed of the following terms,

H =Hiex+Hma+Hdd+Hext, (3.19)

where for the first term, which represents interatomic exchange interactions,

we use the classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian,

Hiex =−12 ∑
i�= j

Ji jmi ·m j, (3.20)
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where i and j are atomic indices, m the classical atomic moment and

J the strength of the exchange interaction. The second term represents

magnetocrystalline anisotropy and can take on several forms. For a uniaxial

anisotropy we have the dominant contribution of the form,

Hma = K∑
i
(mi · eK)

2, (3.21)

where eK is the direction of the anisotropy axis and K the strength of the

anisotropy field. The third term,

Hdd =−12 ∑
i�= j

Qμν
i j m

μ
i m

ν
j , (3.22)

represents dipolar interactions. Here μ and ν are coordinate indices and Qμν
i j

is given by,

Qμν
i j =

μ0

4π
(3Rμ

i jR
ν
i j−δμνR2

i j)R
−5
i j , (3.23)

where Ri j is the distance between atomic moments i and j. Dipolar interac-
tions are long range and important for the long wave length excitations. The

interaction can be neglected in studies of short wave length excitations. For

finite systems dipolar interactions lead to a shape anisotropy. For a thin film

the shape anisotropy can be modeled by a term similar to Eq. (3.21),

Hshape = Kshape(m̄ · eshape)2, (3.24)

where eshape is the out-of-plane direction of the film, m̄ is the averagemagnetic

moment of the system and Kshape is the strength of the shape anisotropy. The

last term of Eq. (3.19),

Hext =−Bext ·∑
i
mi, (3.25)

is the Zeeman term and describes the interaction of the magnetic system with

an external magnetic field.

In our approachwe use the parametrizedHamiltonian, Eq. (3.19), combined

with Eq. (3.17) which describes the time evolution of the magnetization for a

system which is dominated by spin moment. Parameters for the parametrized

Hamiltonian are obtained by a mapping from a DFT ground state according

to Sec. 2.6. In the future, different avenues for a methodological improvement

can be foreseen such as an extension of the parametrized Hamiltonian and

the representation of interatomic exchange to including higher order terms,

such as biquadratic terms, or by including a procedure where the exchange

parameters are recalculated at regular time intervals.
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3.4 Relaxation of magnetic systems

The equation for the time evolution of the atomic spins, Eq. (3.17), which

was derived in the previous section, describes an adiabatic non-dissipative

precession of the atomic spins. In this section the excitation and relaxation

of a magnetic system is discussed. Magnons constitute the the most impor-

tant type of magnetic excitations. As we saw in Sec. 3.2, magnons with large

wave vectors are dominated by exchange interactions whereas magnons with

short wave vectors are dominated by dipolar interactions. In contrast to these

non-uniform magnons, the uniform magnons (k = 0) are due to precession in

anisotropies or external fields. As to the origin of these anisotropies, they may

still of course come from dipolar interactions (shape anisotropy) or exchange

(exchange bias).

Non-uniform magnons are often associated with thermal excitations,

whereas uniform magnons may be associated with non-thermal excitations,

such as sudden changes in the anisotropy or the applied external field. The

uniform motion of the magnetization is of central importance in technology,

since it is this process which is used in magnetic switching (Chapter 6).

Following an excitation, a magnetic systems relaxes in a process of energy

and angular momentum exchange within the spin system and with other

thermodynamic reservoirs. We start with a discussion of thermodynamic

reservoirs followed by a discussion of angular momentum transfer and

dissipation.

3.4.1 Thermodynamic reservoirs

Consider a magnetic system where the dominating contribution to the atomic

moments is given by spin moment, and where the spin-orbit coupling can

be regarded as small. These features are typical for the 3d-elements. Such a

system can conceptually be understood in terms of three thermodynamic sub-

systems, the spin system, the electronic system and the lattice (Fig. 3.3). The

different reservoirs can be identified in measurements of specific heat. Each of

these subsystems can be seen as reservoirs for energy and angular momentum.

Energy is carried in the form of spin waves in the spin system, electronic exci-

tations in the electronic system and phonons in the lattice. Angular momentum

is carried as spin momentum in the spin system, orbital-angular momentum

of the electrons in the electronic system and torsion mode phonons or lattice

rotations in the lattice. Such a decoupling between spin moment and orbital

angular moment is made possible by the small size of the spin-orbit coupling.

A division of the magnetic solid as such, into three thermodynamic reservoirs,

is not free from complications, especially the division of the electronic system

and the spin system which both are manifestations of the nature of electrons.

It is important to note that the elementary excitations of the spin system carry

an angular momentum of h̄. Any transfer of energy to or from the spin system
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Figure 3.3: The dynamic behavior of a magnetic solid can be understood in terms

of three thermodynamic reservoirs and interactions that exchange energy between the

reservoirs. In the figure we included approximate relaxation times within the reservoirs

and between the reservoirs.

must be accompanied by a transfer of angular momentum. The necessity of

angular momentum conservation is often a bottleneck of the transfer of energy

between the subsystems.

The processes that carry energy and angular momentum between the sub-

systems are defined by the way the division is made. The total Hamiltonian

for the magnetic solid carries terms that mix the subsystems and these are

the processes which are responsible for the energy and angular momentum

exchange between the subsystems. Relaxation rates between the reservoirs

are associated with the characteristic energies of the interactions that mediate

the coupling between the reservoirs [30]. These time scales have been mea-

sured in experiments. The electron-lattice relaxation time, τel, is of the order
of picoseconds (ps). The spin-lattice relaxation time, τsl, is of the order of

100 ps and the spin-electron relaxation time, τes, has been found in recent

pump-probe experiments to be of the order of 100 fs. Relaxation within the

spin system (τs) and within the lattice (τl) are expected to take place on times

scales of the order of picoseconds whereas the electron-electron relaxation

(τe) takes place on a subpicosecond time scale.

3.4.2 Angular momentum transfer

In this section we address the role of different microscopic interactions in the

transfer of angular momentum within spin dynamics where transfer may oc-

cur either within the spin system or with external systems. An understanding

of the sources and drains of angular momentum within the simulated system is
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useful for interpreting spin dynamics simulations. Let us return to the general

parametrized Hamiltonian for the atomic moments presented in Eq. (3.19).

The angular momentum transfer represented by each term will first be dis-

cussed in the non-dissipative limit. The parametrized Hamiltonian combined

with an equation of motion for the atomic moments on the form of Eq. (3.17),

describes an angular momentum transfer within the system and with external

systems, where the transfer is associated with a precessional motion of the

atomic moments in an effective field.

The Heisenberg Hamiltonian describes a transfer of angular momentum be-

tween the atomic moments which conserves the total moment of the system.

The Zeeman interaction, on the other hand, describes a continuous exchange

of angular momentum with the source of the external field. The precessional

Zeeman torque alters the total moment of the system and a reaction torque is

experienced by the source of the field which is opposite to the precessional

torque on the magnetic system. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy provides

a coupling of the magnetic system to the lattice. In the precessional motion

of the atomic moments in the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, there is an ex-

change of angular momentum between the atomic moments and the lattice

during precession. The dipolar interactions both provide a transfer of angular

momentum between the atomic moments and between the atomic moments

and the lattice. The coupling to the lattice is referred to as shape anisotropy.

This coupling is due to the form of the dipolar interaction which depends on

the spatial relation of the interacting spins as it cannot be written as a scalar

product of spins.

The transfer described above is the transfer of angular momentum related to

a precessional motion of the atomic moments. Some of the terms describe an

exchange of angular momentum with external systems. This exchange is not

related to dissipation. In real systems there is instead an angular momentum

transfer related to a damping motion of the atomic moments which is asso-

ciated with dissipation. We will now discuss the source of this damping and

this is done in terms of the division of the system into three thermodynamic

reservoirs where spin and orbital angular momentum are decoupled. Consider

the spin-continuity equation in Eq. (3.12). A many-body counter-part can be

derived [29] by calculating the commutator between the spin-operator and the

many-body Hamiltonian. If relativistic effects and dipolar interactions are ne-

glected for time being, the continuity equation obtains the form,

∂S
∂ t
(r, t)+∇ ·QMB(r, t) =−γS(r, t)×Bext, (3.26)

where Bext is the external field and QMB is the many-body spin-current.

The equation describes the change in angular momentum of the system

due to exchange-correlation and external fields. The change due to

exchange-correlation is here included in the many-body spin-current term
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∇ ·QMB. By comparing Eq. (3.16) and Eq. (3.26) we obtain the relation [29]

∇ ·QMB(r, t) = ∇ ·QKS(r, t)+ γS(r, t)×Bxc(r, t), (3.27)

where the precessional contribution from the exchange-correlation field in the

angular momentum transfer is written explicitly. By integrating Eq. (3.27)

over all space one may show that the total torque exerted by Bxc is zero [29].

This is referred to as the zero torque theorem (ZTT). Considering an isolated

volume bounded by S, assuming that the net spin-flux into the volume due to

QMB is zero since the system is isolated, one sees that by integrating Eq. (3.26)

over this volume only the precessional motion of the magnetization in the ex-

ternal field remains. Hence, even for this general expression there is no term

which can be related to a dissipative damping. For this reason it is suggested

that a dissipative damping, where angular momentum leaves the spin system

is due to spin-orbit coupling. By including spin-orbit coupling, an additional

term in the continuity equation for spin is obtained which is assumed to be

the source of the dissipative damping. The dissipative damping may be mod-

eled in the atomistic simulations by adding a Gilbert damping torque to the

atomistic equations of motion resulting in,

∂Si

∂ t
(t) =−γSi(t)×Bi(t)+

α
ms
Si(t)× ∂Si

∂ t
(t) (3.28)

where ms is the magnitude of the spin moment. Note that the atomistic equa-

tions of motion were derived using an adiabatic approximation and corrections

due to QKS may provide further Gilbert like terms to the atomistic equations

of motion which not necessarily are related to a dissipative damping.

3.4.3 Dissipation of angular momentum

Within the description of a system in terms of three reservoirs for energy and

angular momentum presented in Sec. 3.4.1, we will refer to the dissipative

damping as processes that dissipate energy and angular momentum from the

spin system. First let us mention that there also are processes that lead to a

relaxation within the spin system itself and that lead to a redistribution of en-

ergy within the spin system between different modes of excitation. Examples

of such processes are magnon-magnon scattering and spin-wave instabilities.

One such process will be discussed in Sec. 3.7. For details on magnon-magnon

scattering and spin wave instabilities see Refs. [31, 32, 33, 34].

Central for many models of dissipative damping such as the Elliot-Yafet

spin-flip Hamiltonian [35, 36] is spin-flip scattering due to the spin-orbit cou-

pling, which was identified in the previous section as a path for angular mo-

mentum to leave the spin system. The effect of spin-orbit coupling is large at

impurities, surfaces and interfaces. The origin of dissipative damping is here

the non-zero spin flip-matrix elements 〈↓ |Hso| ↑〉, and the damping rate is

given by Fermi’s golden rule.
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An influential model for damping, presented by Kamberský [37] and further

developed in Refs. [38, 39, 40], describes the damping of a uniform precession

of the magnetization through a mechanism called "Fermi surface breathing".

The spin-orbit coupling has two roles in the process. First, it is the mecha-

nism behind the "breathing" of the Fermi surface which continuously gener-

ates excitations as the magnetization performs the uniform precession. Sec-

ondly, it provides spin-flip scattering of the excited states. The model was

extended for non-collinear magnetization by Fähnle et al. [40]. Here, excita-
tion or the "breathing" of the Fermi surface is instead dominated by the much

stronger interatomic exchange interactions. Another expression for damping,

referred to as the torque-correlation expression, was presented by Kamberský

in Ref. [41], which also accounts for interband transitions. This expression

was used to calculate damping parameters from first-principles in Ref. [42].

Another suggested model for damping is the radiation spin interaction

(RSI) [43]. If the radiation field is interpreted as a radiated electromagnetic

field, the resulting damping occurs as angular momentum is carried away

by the radiated field. For nuclear spins the emission is called the spin super

radiance effect and is a result of an emitted electromagnetic radiation field

due to the rotational motion of the dipoles. Experiments have detected an

emission of terahertz radiation from relaxing spin systems [44]. The radiation

was however not seen to be circularly polarized, which indicates that a net

angular momentum is not dissipated through radiation.

3.5 Finite temperature modeling

In order to describe atomistic spin dynamics at finite temperatures in simula-

tions, the spin system must be coupled to a thermal reservoir in such a way

that energy may be transferred into and out of the system. We will start by

showing how a single thermal reservoir can be coupled to the spin system and

later generalize the discussion to several thermal reservoirs.

3.5.1 One thermal reservoir

For a discussion on stochastic and deterministic methods of including temper-

ature, see Ref. [25]. One way of introducing a coupling to a thermal reservoir,

which is adopted here, is through Langevin Dynamics (LD), which is stan-

dard in finite temperature micromagnetic simulations (see Ref. [45]). In our

approach, excitations are generated by performing classical rotations of sin-

gle atomic spins in such a way that the energies of the atomic spins satisfy

Boltzmann statistics. As a practical method, either Monte Carlo (MC) or LD

methods may be used for obtaining a finite temperature equilibrium configu-

ration.
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Dissipation of energy from the system can be modeled by adding a phe-

nomenological Gilbert damping term to Eq. (3.17), resulting in,

∂mi

∂ t
=−γ[mi×Bi]+

α
m
[mi× ∂mi

∂ t
], (3.29)

where α is the the damping coefficient and where we choose to work with

atomic moments,m rather than atomic spins, S. For numerical reasons we use

the Landau-Lifshitz damping term,

∂mi

∂ t
=−γ[mi×Bi]− γ

α
m
[mi× [mi×Bi]], (3.30)

which for α 
 1 is equivalent to the Gilbert damping term. It can be shown

that a more accurate approximation of Eq. (3.29) for large values of α is ob-

tained by replacing the gyromagnetic ratio, γ , in the first term on the right

hand side of Eq. (3.30) with γ(1+α2).
Excitations are generated by adding a stochastic field, bi, to the effective

field, Bi, on each atom, i. The random field is assumed to be a Gaussian

stochastic process with the following statistical properties,

〈bi,μ (t)〉= 0, 〈bi,μ (t)b j,ν (s)〉 = 2Dδμνδi jδ (t− s), (3.31)

where μ and ν are the Cartesian coordinates of the field and where D is the

strength of the thermal fluctuations. Assuming that this random field is a result

of a large number of weak events, then by the central limit theorem the random

field can be classified as a random Gaussian process. The Kronecker deltas in

Eq. (3.31) state that the different Cartesian components of bi are unrelated and

that the random fields acting on differentmagnetic moments i are independent.
The Dirac delta states that the autocorrelation time of bi is much smaller than

the rotational response of the system.

Historically, for the macroscopic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, two

ways have been used for introducing this stochastic field, resulting in what

is referred to as the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz (SLL) equation and the

stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (SLLG) equation. The difference lies

in whether the stochastic field is added to the effective field in both the

precessional term and the damping term or just the precessional term. The

two models result in the following equations respectively:

∂mi

∂ t
=−γ[mi× [Bi+bi(t)]]− γ

α
m
[mi× [mi×Bi]], (3.32)

∂mi

∂ t
=−γ[mi× [Bi+bi(t)]]− γ

α
m
[mi× [mi× [Bi+bi(t)]]]. (3.33)

For us it seems more reasonable to include the stochastic field in both terms

as in the SLLG equation and for this reason we base our work on Eq. (3.33).
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of equilibrium magnetization versus temperature for a peri-

odic 20×20×20 bcc Fe system for SD and MC.

As can be shown, taking the condition of thermodynamical consistency into

account, both of these models lead to the same average properties.

Eqs. (3.32)-(3.33) are stochastic differential equations (SDE) as opposed

to regular ordinary differential equations (ODE) and require an interpretation

rule. The correct interpretation is discussed in Paper I (Appendix A). In Paper I

(Appendix B) we present a derivation of the amplitude of the stochastic field,

D, required to achieve thermodynamic consistency. For SLL and SLLG one

obtains,

DSLLG =
α

1+α2
kBT
γm
, (3.34)

and

DSLL = α
kBT
γm
, (3.35)

where m is the magnitude of the moment. Care must be taken as to the nu-

merical scheme with which Eq. (3.32) and Eq. (3.33) are solved. Two simple

numerical schemes for solving these equations are described in Paper I (Ap-

pendix C).

At equilibrium, MC and spin dynamics (SD) give identical results for a

number of properties. MC can be used as a way of benchmarking SD simu-

lations. In Fig. 3.4 we plot the saturation magnetization for MC and SD for

bcc Fe versus temperature. Simulations are performed on a 20× 20× 20 bcc

system using four coordination shells in the Heisenberg term. The Heisenberg

exchange parameters were calculated from first-principles theory and MC and

SD are seen to give identical results. In Fig. 3.5 we plot the energy distribution

(defined in Sec. 3.6.4) of the moments for MC simulations and SD simulations

with two different damping parameters. These distributions coincide perfectly

with the Boltzmann distribution.
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Figure 3.5: Histogram of the energy distribution of the atomic spins of a 20×20×20

bcc Fe system within MC and SD simulations at 100 K. The SD simulation is done

for two different damping parameters and data is obtained at equilibrium.

3.5.2 Several thermal reservoirs

We have now described how the magnetic system can be connected to one

thermal reservoir. In order to properly represent the spin dynamics of a sys-

tem, where the system can be decoupled into three thermal reservoirs as de-

scribed in Sec. 3.4.1, we present a method of connecting the spin system to

several thermodynamic reservoirs. The relaxation time between the electronic

system and the lattice is of the order of picoseconds. Hence, a distinction be-

tween the electronic reservoir and the lattice is only necessary when studying

dynamics with resolution higher than picoseconds. To describe the interaction

between the electronic system, the lattice and the spin system, it is natural to

propose a two-damping model. The intent is to capture the interaction between

the spin system and the lattice with one damping parameter and to capture the

interaction between the spin system and the electrons with a second damping

parameter. A third parameter is also needed and describes the transfer of en-

ergy between the electrons and the lattice. Until there is more knowledge on

how these parameters can be calculated, we use parameters obtained by fitting

to pump probe experiments which display all these processes.

We thus proceed by introducing two Gilbert damping terms which are added

to the equation of motion for the atomic moments,

∂Si

∂ t
= −γ[Si× [Bi+bi(t)]]−

−γ
αe

ms
[Si× [Si× [Bi+bi(t)]]]−

−γ
αl

ms
[Si× [Si× [Bi+bi(t)]]] (3.36)

where ms is the magnitude of the spin moment, and αe and αl are the damp-

ing parameters which correspond to an energy transfer from the spin system
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Figure 3.6: Simulation of a pump probe experiment. Simulations were done on a

10×10×10 bcc Fe system. The lower panel shows the assumed electron and lattice

temperatures. The lattice temperature is constant at 300 K. The electronic temperature

decays from an initial 500 K to 300 K with a decay time of 150 fs. The upper panel

shows the normalized spin moment of the system.

to the electrons and to the lattice, respectively. Eq. (3.36) describes how en-

ergy dissipates from the system through two channels. The temperature of the

reservoirs are given by Te and Tl. In equilibrium the temperature of all three

thermodynamic reservoirs are the same, i.e. Te = Tl = Ts. In our treatment the

amplitude of the thermal fluctuations bi is given by,

DLL(G) = DLL(G),e+DLL(G),l, (3.37)

where

DLLG,x =
1

1+(αe+αl)2
kBTx

γms
αx, (3.38)

or

DLL,x =
kBTx

γms
αx, (3.39)

where x= e,l corresponds to electron or lattice effects. These amplitudes cor-

respond to the equilibrium thermal fluctuations. Assuming a constant flux

of energy from the reservoirs to the spin system, we use these amplitudes

in our dynamic simulations. For practical simulations assumptions need to

be made on the initial temperatures, Te and Tl, and the relaxation between

the electrons and the lattice. Typical pump-probe experiments as reported in

Ref. [46] can be simulated by assuming that the lattice is an infinitely large

thermal reservoir with constant temperature Tl. Further, we assume that the

electron reservoir is a thermal reservoir much smaller than the lattice, but

much larger than the spin system with a temperature that evolves with time

as Te(t) = Tl+ Te,init · exp(−t/τel) and where Te,init is the initial temperature.

As an application of our two-damping model we address recent pump probe
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experiments [46], where the magnetization dynamics following optical excita-

tion of a Ni film has been interpreted in terms of the three thermal bath model.

We consider a test system of bcc Fe with four coordination shells, as described

above, and are able to reproduce the trends found in experiments. Our simu-

lated magnetization is shown in Fig. 3.6. In the top graph it is seen that the

magnetization initially decreases and after some time (∼ 0.5 ps) it stabilizes at

a value ∼ 70 % of the initial value. This behavior is in qualitative agreement

with the measured data in Ref. [46].

3.6 Extracting information

A challenge in practical simulations of magnetization dynamics is extracting,

visualizing and comprehending results. A simulation of the time development

of the magnetic moment, mi, of N atoms over M time steps, generates data

on the form m j
i (tk) where j = x,y,z, i = [1,N] and tk = [1, tM ]. For a typical

simulation this amounts to an unmanageable amount of data which is difficult

to store. In order to analyze and comprehend the meaning of the data it must

be compressed into variables that capture the state and evolution of the sys-

tem. By doing this on the fly during the simulation, computational time and

storage requirements are greatly saved. Below we analyze in this way trajec-

tories of the atomic spins, average moment, spin-correlations and the energy

distributions in simulations of spin dynamics.

3.6.1 Trajectories

In Fig. 3.7 we show the trajectories of individual atomic moments. The simu-

lations are performed on a 10×10×10 system of bcc Fe with periodic bound-

ary conditions. The duration of all simulations are 100 fs and the damping is

α = 0.1. On the left hand side we present a simulation at 0 K where the initial

spin distribution is random. Trajectories are presented for three different step

sizes in the numerical scheme where Heuns scheme (see Paper I) was used.

With this scheme and for this particular simulation, step sizes as small as 1-10

attoseconds are required to produce accurate trajectories on a time scale of

100 fs. On the right hands side we present the trajectory of one atomic spin

of a system in a 300 K equilibrium. We present simulations for three differ-

ent step sizes. At finite temperatures individual trajectories do not carry much

information because of thermal fluctuations.

3.6.2 Average magnetic moment

Averages are fundamental quantities of a magnetic system. With the data from

a spin dynamic simulation, averaging can be performed over space, time, dif-

ferent random number sequences in the Langevin equations or over different
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Figure 3.7: The trajectory of an atomic spin for a duration of 100 fs is shown. Sim-

ulations are performed on a 10× 10× 10 bcc Fe system. On the left hand side the

trajectory is shown for one atomic spin in a non-equilibrium system at 0 K where the

atomic spin directions are completely randomly distributed. On the right hand side we

show the trajectory of an atomic spin at a 300 K equilibrium. Simulations are per-

formed for different sizes of times steps in the numerical method: 1018 (black), 1017

(blue) and 1016 (red).

initial states. Thermal (ensemble) averages are often desired and can be cal-

culated in different ways depending on the system and process.

Space averaging over all atoms in the system gives the average magnetiza-

tion. If all atoms are equivalent, such an average may be taken as a thermal

average. Space averagingmay also be performed separately over different sub-

lattices or separately over sets of equivalent atoms in order to understand the

the dynamical behavior of certain parts of a system. This is useful when study-

ing antiferromagnets or alloys. In Fig. 3.8 we show the relaxation of a ferro-

magnet and an antiferromagnet in an uniaxial easy-axis anisotropy, following

a sudden 45 degree excitation with respect to the anisotropy axis. For the fer-

romagnet (upper panel) we show the evolution of the average magnetization

whereas for the antiferromagnet (lower panel) we show the evolution of the

average magnetization of a sublattice. In order to understand the switching be-

havior of an antiferromagnet, the behavior of each sublattice and their mutual

interaction plays an important role. For future large scale simulations where

the spatial variation of the magnetization over larger length scales is interest-

ing, space averaging may be performed over several limited spatial regions of

the system, producing a more coarse grained picture of the spin dynamics of

the system.

Time averaging is useful for smearing out random fluctuations. In equilib-

rium, time averaging may be performed over unlimited time. When studying

dynamic processes, time averaging must be performed over sufficiently short

time intervals in comparison to the time scale of the dynamic process. For

systems such as spin glasses, where each atomic moment is unique, thermal
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Figure 3.8: Relaxation in an easy-axis anisotropy. The upper panel shows the relax-

ation of a ferromagnet in an easy-axis uniaxial anisotropy and the second panel shows

the relaxation of an antiferromagnet in an easy-axis the same anisotropy. For the ferro-

magnet we plot the evolution of the average magnetization and for the antiferromagnet

we plot the evolution of the average magnetization of one sublattice.

averaging may be done by performing an averaging of individual moments

over time. In particular for spin glasses, which often are out of equilibrium,

such a time averagingmust be performed over sufficiently short time intervals.

Often a combination of space and time averaging is useful. In space averag-

ing the number of averaging terms is limited by the finite size of the system.

Finite size effects themselves have effects on the system which are interesting

to study. For small systems, space averaging may become insufficient and can

be compensated by time averaging.

Another type of averaging is averaging over identical simulations but with

different random number sequences in the Langevin equations. For equilib-

rium simulations this is similar to time averaging. This type of averaging is

however very time consuming since the same simulation must be repeated

several times. The technique is best used in combination with space and time

averaging.

For some specific simulations one might also consider sampling over dif-

ferent initial configurations. The different but equivalent initial configurations

could be generated with for example Monte Carlo or spin dynamics.

3.6.3 Correlations between magnetic moments

In addition to the trajectories or the absolute directions of atomic moments,

correlations or relative directions between atomic moments, provide funda-

mental information on the system (see Refs. [47, 48, 49]). The correlation
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Figure 3.9: The first three excitation peaks in S(q,ω) for a periodic, 20×20×20 bcc,

Fe system at 100 K. The size of the peaks in the SD simulation vary depending on the

damping parameter.

function can be defined as

Ck(r− r′, t) = 〈mk
r(t)m

k
r′(0)〉−〈mk

r(t)〉〈mk
r′(0)〉, (3.40)

where 〈...〉 denotes ensemble averages and may be performed according to

the previous section. The first term on the right hand side is the overlap and

contains information on the magnetic order of the system.

In order to evaluate the spin wave excitation content of a system, one may

calculate S(q,ω) by performing a space and time fourier transform of the

spin-spin correlation,

Sk(q,ω) =
1

N
√
2π ∑

r,r′
eiq·(r−r′)

∫ +∞

−∞
eiωtCk(r− r′, t)dt, (3.41)

where N is the number of terms in the summation. Fig. 3.9 shows S(q,ω) for
an equilibrium system. For dynamical processes it is interesting to study how

the spin wave content changes with time. Such a calculation was performed in

Paper I on bcc Fe in an ultra strong switching field. For this process the time

scale of the switching process was too fast to allow for an accurate S(q,ω)
calculation at different points in time of the dynamic process. The calculation

was instead performed by taking snapshots of the configuration of the system

at different points in time during the dynamic process. Each snap shot then

serves as an initial state in a zero damping simulation where the dynamic spin-

correlation is calculated. This procedure works as long as the system does not

exhibit any strong spin-wave instabilities, which may change the spin-wave

content at zero damping.
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3.6.4 Energy distributions

In equilibrium, the energy distribution of the spin-moments follows a Boltz-

mann distribution. The energy of spin i is given by

Ei =−mi ·Bi+ |mi||Bi|. (3.42)

In this expression, parallel coupling between moment and local effective field

is set to zero energy. Fig. 3.5 shows a comparison between MC and SD for

different values of the damping parameter. During dynamical processes the

distribution changes. In analog with the spin wave content one may calcu-

late the change in the energy distribution at different points in times during a

dynamic process.

3.7 Areas of application

An atomistic approach to spin dynamics is necessary for various classes of

problems. One class of problems concerns systems where the macrospin ap-

proximation breaks down and where high energy short wavelength magnons

are excited. We have found that this occurs at high magnetic and anisotropy

fields. The case of high magnetic fields is discussed in Sec. 6.2. The case of

large magnetocrystalline anisotropies is discussed in Paper II. In Paper II we

show that the uniform precessional motion of the magnetization in a uniaxial

anisotropy leads to a distortion of the thermal distribution of the atomic mo-

ments. Interrestingly, this does not affect the energy distribution of the atomic

moments, only the angular distribution. Hence the system remains in thermal

equilibrium during the process. This change in angular distribution is also as-

sociated with a change in the average magnetic moment of the system and

the whole process can be described as a damping process of the average mo-

ment, where the damping obtains a special case (|Mz| constant) of the Bloch-
Bloembergen form,

∂M
∂ t

=−γM×B−Mx

T2
ex−My

T2
ey−Mz−Ms

T1
ez, (3.43)

where Ms is the saturation magnetization, and T1 and T2 are relaxation rates.

In this expression for damping, the effective field is assumed to lie in the z-
direction. The special case (|Mz| constant) is obtained for T1 = ∞. In order for
the effect to be visible, anisotropies which are orders of magnitude larger than

commonly found must be present in the system.

Another class of problems which could be addressed by atomistic spin

dynamics are systems with complex chemical or magnetic ordering on an

atomic scale. Such systems cannot always be treated properly within micro-

magnetism. In Sec. 6.3 we discuss magnetization dynamics of an antiferro-

magnetically coupled trilayer system, where the layered structure (chemical
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order) is the source of the antiferromagnetic order of the system. Other sys-

tems are the so called diluted magnets which typically consist of a nonmag-

netic host material containing magnetic atoms scarcely and almost randomly

positioned at different lattice sites in the host. Calculations have been per-

formed on the diluted magnetic semiconductor system MnxGa1−xAs and on

the spin glass alloy CuMn (20 % Mn).

Simulations on MnxGa1−xAs are presented in Paper III. As a benchmark

of our method we compare equilibrium properties with Monte Carlo studies.

We find good agreement of values for critical temperatures. By atomistic spin

dynamics, we are able to in addition access dynamical properties of these

systems. As a first study we compare relaxation dynamics starting from dif-

ferent initial states, where we may monitor the evolution of the shell resolved

spin-spin correlation which is seen to grow at different rates for different co-

ordination shells.

In Paper IV, we present a study of the spin dynamics of the CuMn (20 %

Mn) spin glass alloy. A spin glass is characterized by a critical temperature,

Tg, which marks the transition between the spin glass phase, T < Tg, and the

paramagnetic phase, T > Tg. At zero external field, the average magnetic mo-

ment in the spin glass phase is zero. The order parameter is defined by

q= [〈mi〉2] (3.44)

where mi is the atomic spin moment, 〈·〉 represents thermal averaging and [·]
represents configurational averaging over random bond realizations. The order

parameter is finite for T < Tg, and zero for T > Tg. The spin-spin autocorre-

lation function provides insight into the spin dynamics of a spin glass and is

defined as

C0(tw+ t, tw) = [〈mi(tw) ·mi(tw+ t)〉], (3.45)

where tw is the waiting time or the initial age (from a quench) of the sys-

tem and t is the observation time. The initial relaxation of the system after a

quench from high temperature, as well as characteristic features of the aging

regime and the final relaxation to equilibrium can all be seen directly in the

decay of the autocorrelation. We perform simulations on a quench from com-

pletely random spin configurations. In Fig. 3.10 we plot the autocorrelation

for a number of different waiting times. Note that the curves for the autocor-

relation for the different waiting times do not fall on top of each other as they

would in equilibrium where the dynamics is invariant of a translation in time.

Fig. 3.11 shows the relaxation rate,

S(t) =−1
h
dm
dln t

(3.46)

of the system where

m(t)
h
=

∫ t

0
χ(t ′)dt ′ = χ0− μ0

kBT
C0(tw+ t, tw), (3.47)
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Figure 3.10: Autocorrelation C0(tw+ t,tw) calculated for CuMn after a quench from

completely random spin orientations to T=10 K with damping α = 0.1. The auto-

correlation is presented (from left to right in the figure) for the logarithmically spaced

waiting times tw = 0, 1.56 ·102, 3.13 ·102, 6.25 ·102, 1.25 ·103, 2.5 ·103, 5 ·103, 1 ·104,
and 2 ·104 fs.

is the response of the system due to a weak magnetic field h. Hence, the re-

laxation rate is related to the derivative of the autocorrelation with respect to

ln t. Note that the position of the relaxation peak tends towards a linear depen-
dence on the waiting time. This feature is characteristic for a spin glass in the

aging regime and indicates that the simulated system exhibits aging dynamics.

All the discussed applications have in common that the studied dynamical

processes for the studied systems lead to interesting magnetization dynamics

on an atomic scale. There is a large set of materials and processes similar to

the ones studied here, with interesting dynamics on an atomic scale, where

atomistic spin dynamics can be applied in the future.
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Figure 3.11: Relaxation rate, S(t), for the simulation in Fig. 3.10. The relaxation rate

is plotted for the logarithmically spaced waiting times tw = 0, 1.56 · 102, 3.13 · 102,
6.25 ·102, 1.25 ·103, 2.5 ·103, and 5 ·103 fs. The inset shows the relationship between

the waiting time and the peak of the relaxation rate for the waiting times tw= 1.56 ·102,
3.13 · 102, 6.25 · 102, 1.25 · 103, and 2.5 · 103 fs. For the last waiting time the largest

peak seems to be a numerical artifact. Instead the second largest peak was chosen as

input for the inset.
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4. Current driven magnetization
dynamics

The spin-transfer torque (STT) provides a means of manipulating the mag-

netic state of a material using a current. The effect was proposed from theo-

retical considerations by Slonczewski [50] and Berger [51] and has attracted

a lot of attention because of its potential use in applications where magnetic

switching could be performed by a current as opposed to by magnetic fields.

The STT stems from the spin current term in the continuity equation for spin

in Eq. (3.26). In this chapter we calculate the contribution from the term as

an electric field with an accompanied electric current is introduced to the sys-

tem. Most theoretical and experimental work on the STT in the past concerns

layered magnetic structures. We have shown that a STT is present also in

bulk systems with a helical spin-density wave (Papers V-VI), where the torque

leads to a rigid rotation of the spin spiral (SS) order parameter. In this chap-

ter, expressions for calculating the STT from density functional theory are

presented as well as results for the helical spin-density waves in Er and fcc

Fe.

4.1 Spin-transfer torque

From the integral form of the continuity equation for spin, assuming that there

is no external field, Bext, applied to the system, the change in magnetization

within an arbitrary closed surface, S, is given by the net spin flux into the

volume bounded by S. The change in angular momentum, Jnk, within this

volume due to a single electron state with band index n and reciprocal wave

vector k is given by
∂Jnk

∂ t
=−∑

n

∫
S
Qnk ·dS, (4.1)

where Qnk is the spin current tensor for the electron state. The spin current

tensor, Eq. (3.14), is given by,

Qnk(r) = Re
{
ψ†

nk(r) Ŝ⊗ v̂ψnk(r)
}
, (4.2)

where Ŝ= (h̄/2)σ , v̂= (−i/me)∇ and ψnk is the electron wave function. If an

applied electric current generates electron states with a net spin flux through

S, there is a resulting torque on the volume. In layered systems the presence
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of a current induced STT can be understood by considering a trilayer system,

A/B/C, of two ferromagnetic layers, A and C, separated by a nonmagnetic

layer B. If the two ferromagnetic layers, A and C, have nonparallel magneti-

zation, an electron current passing perpendicular to the layers, from layer A

into layer C will change its spin polarization when passing into layer C. The

change in spin polarization will cause a nonzero spin flux into layer C. The

net spin flux into layer C acts as a torque on the magnetization of layer C.

The STT due to an electric field and the accompanied electric current, de-

pends on the spin transfer of the conduction electrons. As an electric field,

E, is applied to the system the electron distribution g(n,k, t) is changed from

its original distribution f (n,k) and relaxes to a new equilibrium g(n,k) =
f (n,k) + δ f (n,k) through collisions. For weak electric fields the change in

occupation number, δ f , can be calculated using the relaxation time approxi-

mation and semiclassical Boltzmann theory [52],

δ f (n,k) =−δ (εnk− εF)
τe
h̄
E ·∇kεnk, (4.3)

where τ is the relaxation time of the electronic system, e is the elementary

charge and εnk is the band energy. The total torque on the volume can be

calculated by performing a Fermi surface integral and by summing the contri-

butions from all bands crossing the Fermi level,

∂S
∂ t
=
−VCτe
(2π)3h̄∑

n

∫
FSn

∂Snk

∂ t
(∇kεnk ·E) dSnk

|∇kεnk| , (4.4)

where VC is the volume of the system. The above equation defines a linear

relation between the torque and the external field and can be written as,

∂J
∂ t
= τ∑

n
AnE. (4.5)

A similar expression can be obtained for the conductivity tensor, relating the

charge current density with the external field, which can be written as

j = τ ∑
n

BnE (4.6)

=
1

(2π)3
τe2

h̄2 ∑
n

∫
FSn
∇kεnk (∇kεnk ·E) dSnk

|∇kεnk| .

Combining, Eq. (4.5) and Eq. (4.6), gives a linear relation between the torque

and the current density where the unknown electron relaxation time τ has been
canceled,

∂J
∂ t
= (∑

n
An)(∑

m
Bm)

−1j= Cj. (4.7)

This tensor describes the nature of the current induced torque and is of central

importance for current driven magnetization dynamics.
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Figure 4.1: Local magnetization direction of a helical spin density wave. The spin

density wave is characterized by the spiral wave vector q, magnetization rotation axis,

and the spherical coordinates θ and φ = q · r. In the text it is assumed that the spiral

wave vector and the magnetization rotation axis are parallel and the common axis is

referred to as the spin spiral axis.

4.2 Spin-transfer torque in helical spin density waves

For a system with a helical spin density wave, the direction of the local mag-

netization rotates around the magnetization rotation axis as one moves in the

direction of the SS wave vector (Fig. 4.1). Without loss of generality, we here

consider the magnetization rotation axis to be parallel to the SS wave vector

and will refer to it as the SS axis. A spin spiral is characterized by the SS

wave vector, q, and the cone angle, θ , which is the angle between the SS axis

and the local magnetization. As a simple one-dimensional one-band model of

a spin spiral system, we consider independent particles in a uniform charge

background. A spin-dependent potential can be constructed which generates

a solution with a helical magnetization,

m̂= (sin θ cos qz, sin θ sin qz, cos θ), (4.8)

of constant magnitude and with wave vector q = qêz. The single particle

Schrödinger equation for such a model system takes the form

[
− 1

m
∂ 2
∂ z2 +M

(
sin θ (cos qz σx+ sin qz σy)

+cos θ σz

)
− ε

]
ψ = 0,

where M is the exchange splitting, m the electron mass and ε the energy. This

equation can be solved analytically [53] and the eigenfunctions are the so
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called generalized Bloch states,

ψnk(z) =

(
ψ↑nk(z)
ψ↓nk(z)

)
= eikz

(
cos θnk/2 e−iqz/2

sin θnk/2 eiqz/2

)
, (4.9)

where the direction of the spin rotates around the SS axis with rotation angle

φ = qz at an angle θnk with respect to the SS axis. Note that the cone angle,

θnk, of an electron and the cone angle, θ , of the spin spiral (Fig. 4.1) in general
are different.

In one dimension, the charge current, j, induced by applying a weak electric
field is a scalar given by

j(z) = δ f
e
m
Re

(
ψ∗kF i

∂
∂ z

ψkF −ψ∗−kFi
∂
∂ z

ψ−kF

)
, (4.10)

where δ f is the change in occupation at the Fermi level due to the electric

field and kF is the Fermi wave vector. In a similar way the spin current,Q, due
to a weak electric field is a vector given by

Q(z) = δ f
h̄
2m

Re
(
ψ∗kF i

∂
∂ z

σψkF −ψ∗−kFi
∂
∂ z

σψ−kF

)
. (4.11)

From the spin current we may calculate the spin flux or change of angular

momentum, within an infinitesimal region of the system, between z0 and z0+
dz,

∂J
∂ t
(z0) = Q(z0)−Q(z0+dz) =−∂Q

∂ z

∣∣∣
z0
dz. (4.12)

Since the model SS is uniform in space, the spin flux into dz is independent of
z0. Both the spin-flux and current depend on the change in occupation at the

Fermi level due to the applied electric field. For a one-dimensional system,

where the current is a scalar, the torque current tensor, C, becomes a vec-

tor. For our model system, the torque current tensor is obtained by inserting

the Fermi Bloch states, ψkF and ψ−kF from Eq. (4.9) into Eqs. (4.10)-(4.11),

resulting in

C=
∂Q
∂ z

dz/ j(z) = a(θ ,kF)

⎛
⎜⎝
−q sin qz
q cos qz

0

⎞
⎟⎠dz, (4.13)

where the first factor, a(θ ,kF), depends on the spiral cone angle θ and the

Fermi wave vector kF. For planar spin spirals, where θ = π/2, the factor re-
duces to a simple function of the cone angle θk of the states at the Fermi level

given by a(π/2,kF) = (h̄/e) sin θkF . From the structure of the spin current

tensor, C, we conclude that the current induced torque in the one-dimensional

model is perpendicular to the magnetization direction, and that it lies in the

plane of rotation of the spin spiral, thus causing the spin spiral to rotate with
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respect to the SS axis. It can also be seen from Eq. (4.13) that the magnitude

of the torque current tensor is governed by the length of the SS wave vector q
and the factor a(θ ,kF).
For the model spin spiral, we considered a uniform system and the STT on

an infinitesimal region at an arbitrary point of the system. For a real material

we are more interested in the STT on the atoms, since typically most of the

angular momentum is localized around the atoms. In Paper V, calculations are

performed on Er and in Paper VI on Er and fcc Fe. In both papers the STT is

calculated using the Kohn-Sham eigenfunctions obtained from first-principles

calculations of the ground state magnetic structure. The ground state spiral

structure of Er is given by q= π/c(000.4) where c is the out of plane lattice
constant, For an Er atom situated at a site with magnetization direction (100),
the spin torque tensor is given by

C=
h̄
e

⎛
⎜⎝

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 −0.5
0.0 0.0 0.0

⎞
⎟⎠ [Å2

].

From the structure of the C tensor, it can be seen that if a current flows in the

(001) direction, a torque is induced in the (010) direction. Since the torque is
perpendicular to the local magnetization and lies in the SS rotation plane we

can conclude that a current along the SS axis causes a rigid rotation of the SS.

In general the STT depends on a balance between the size of the SS wave

vector and the spin polarization of the conduction electrons at the Fermi sur-

face. With spin polarization we here refer to the spin polarization of the elec-

trons, Eq. (4.9), with respect to the magnetization direction of the spin spiral,

Eq. (4.8). The spin-polarization depends on the difference between the cone

angle θnk of the electronic states and the cone angle θ of the magnetization as

well as the phase difference of the rotation angle, φ , between the electron and
the magnetization. Using this terminology, an electronic state is maximally

spin polarized when these angles for the electronic state and the magnetic

state are equal. By multiplying the torque current with e/A, where A is the

area per atom in the direction of the current, we obtain the spin transfer per

electron. For Er, where the area per atom in the (100) direction is a2
√
3/2,

the spin transfer per electron is equal to 0.05h̄. For a given SS wave vector,

assuming all the conduction electrons are maximally spin polarized, the max-

imum spin transfer is given by the expression, q(l/2)(h̄/2), where l/2 is the

interlayer distance. A theoretical maximum boundary for the STT, regardless

of q, is a spin transfer of h̄ per electron and per atomic layer. This corresponds

to a spin-flip of each conduction electron for each atomic layer. This is seen

to correspond to the maximum possible SS wave vector (antiferromagnetic

order) combined with a maximum spin polarization of the electron states. In

reality spin transfer values close to h̄ can not be reached since the requirement,
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n (h̄/e)(An)23 [ÅeV] (h̄2/e2)(Bn)33 [eV/Å]

1 0.01 0.006

2 0.01 0.01

3 -0.04 0.03

4 -0.008 0.007

Table 4.1: The contribution in Er to components of the An and Bn tensors entering
Eq. (4.7) from the bands crossing the Fermi level.

a large SS wave vector and a high degree of spin-polarization, are difficult to

obtain simultaneously.

For Er the maximum spin transfer within the given spin spiral, is equal to

0.3h̄. Hence, the spin transfer torque for Er in calculations is only 16% of

the theoretical maximum. This is partially due to the fact that the conduction

electrons are not maximally spin polarized. Another reason for a reduced STT

is due to the fact that contributions from different bands partially cancel each

other. The contribution from the individual bands to the STT, An, and the

conductance, Bn, are shown in Table 4.1. For Er there are four bands that

cross the Fermi surface and the dominant elements in the STT tensors are the

(An)23 elements. For Er the STT from band three is four times larger and in

the opposite direction of the STT from bands one and two.

The current driven magnetization dynamics of a spin spiral depends on ad-

ditional interactions in the system such as anisotropies and damping. Typically

for systems with a planar spin spiral, there is a hard axis anisotropy along the

magnetization rotation axis. In combination with a Gilbert damping, after an

initial rigid rotation, such an anisotropy leads to a steady state where the ro-

tation of the spin spiral stops. This is discussed in Paper VI. Other types of

anisotropies may prevent the initial current induced rotation and introduce a

threshold that must be overcome by the current in order to initiate the rotation.

Such anisotropies are discussed in Paper V.
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5. Magnetism in layered materials

The study of physical properties of multilayers is one of the most prosperous

and rich branches of materials science today [54]. By growing different atomic

layers on top of each other, new phenomena have been observed such as the

oscillating interlayer exchange coupling (IEC), exchange bias, and the giant

magnetoresistance (GMR). Layered magnetic structures have found important

applications in hard disk reading heads and magnetic sensors [54, 55, 56]. In

this chapter, two important phenomena observed in layered magnetic struc-

tures, i.e. the coupling between two magnetic layers separated by a nonmag-

netic metallic spacer layer (Papers VII-XIV) and the coupling between a fer-

romagnetic layer and an antiferromagnetic layer (Paper XV), are addressed.

The basic mechanism responsible for the interlayer coupling through a non-

magnetic layer is reviewed considering two different types of multilayer sys-

tems, exemplified by the Fe/V and the Er/Lu systems. The effect on the IEC

of introducing a small amount of a magnetic impurity into the nonmagnetic

spacer layers is discussed. There is also a discussion on the effects of interface

quality on the properties of multilayered systems as consideration of interface

quality has proven essential for any study of experimental multilayers. The

coupling between a ferromagnet and an antiferromagnet is in many systems

seen to provide an exchange bias (unidirectional anisotropy) and a large co-

ercivity (uniaxial anisotropy) to the ferromagnetic layer. In the final section

of the chapter, an atomistic model of the Fe/NiO bilayer system is used for a

discussion on fundamental contributions to these two anisotropies.

5.1 Technological applications

Research on the IEC and the coupling between an antiferromagnet (AFM)

and a ferromagnet (FM), presented in this thesis is pursued on a fundamen-

tal level. The mechanisms are however utilized in industry and to illustrate a

device where both these two coupling mechanisms are used, consider a typ-

ical heterostructure based sensor structure used as a hard disk reading head.

A schematic figure of the system is shown in Fig. 5.1, which shows a sand-

wich structure of two ferromagnetic layers separated by a nonmagnetic layer

on top of an antiferromagnetic layer. For an optimal operation of the sen-

sor structure, there is preferably a weak coupling between the ferromagnetic

layers and a strong coupling between the antiferromagnet and the lower ferro-

magnetic layer. In addition there should be a large GMR effect, i.e. a drastic
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of a structure consisting of an antiferromagnetic (AFM) layer

and two ferromagnetic (FM) layers separated by a nonmagnetic (NM) layer, which

may be used as a sensor for weak magnetic fields. Arrows in the FM layers show the

direction of the magnetization.

modification in the resistance across the structure depending on the relative

magnetization direction of the two ferromagnetic layers. As the sensor is ex-

posed to an external field, the magnetization of the top free layer follows the

direction of the applied field, while the bottom layer remains pinned by the

AFM. Due to the GMR effect, the magnetic state, i.e. the direction of the ap-

plied magnetic field, can be read off with a current. In the following sections

the interactions exemplified in the structure will be discussed.

5.2 Interlayer exchange coupling

There has been a large amount of research on structures of multiple repeti-

tions of alternating magnetic and nonmagnetic layers published during the

past years. These systems are characterized by an internal ordering of the mag-

netism within the magnetic layers and a coupling of the magnetism between

the magnetic layers. The interlayer exchange coupling is usually the dominat-

ing interaction between two magnetic layers. There may also be contributions

from dipolar interactions which leave a finite contribution to systems with fi-

nite lateral extension and with rough interfaces. This contribution is however

usually small. For many systems the IEC is oscillatory in nature with respect

to the thickness of the nonmagnetic spacer layer. This is shown for the Fe3/Vx
system in Fig. 5.2 where the calculated coupling strength between the Fe lay-

ers with respect to the layer thickness of the nonmagnetic V is plotted. Models

for understanding itinerant multilayers and the presence of the oscillatory in-

terlayer coupling are discussed in Refs. [57, 58] and will be reviewed in this

section.
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Figure 5.2: The interlayer exchange coupling in J = EAFM−EFM in Fe3/Vx. Note that

the interlayer coupling oscillates with the thickness of the spacer layer.

For a given spacer thickness, the coupling can be expanded in a series, as a

functions of rotation angle, θ , of the magnetization between the layers,

E(θ) = J0+ J1cos θ + J2cos2 θ + ... (5.1)

where J1 is the bilinear and J2 is the biquadratic coupling term. For most sys-

tems the bilinear term is dominant and the coupling is either FM or AFM. The

coupling is mediated by itinerant electrons and is a result multiple scattering

at the interfaces. The coupling mechanism between the ferromagnetic layers

separated by nonmagnetic layers can be understood in term a quantum well

(QW) model. The model assumes that the ferromagnetic layers are itinerant

magnets, which is true for systems such as Fe/V. This assumption does not

hold for systems such as Er/Lu where the magnetic moment in the Er lay-

ers are strongly localized. First the QW model is discussed, then an atomistic

model which can be used for understanding system with localized moments is

discussed.

5.2.1 Quantum well model

We consider a trilayer system of two FM layers, separated by a nonmagnetic

spacer layer. The structure is shown in Fig. 5.3 for both FM and AFM cou-

pling between the layers. Only the itinerant electrons are considered. For the

FM layers there is an exchange splitting of the bands for the two spin chan-

nels. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.3 (middle panels), where there is an energy

shift between the minority and majority spin band structures of the FM. The

figure also shows the band structure of the nonmagnetic layer. Consider the

two spin channels of the system separately. For a typical electron state there

is in general an energy difference in the bulk band structures of the spacer

and the minority and majority channel of the ferromagnetic layers. In order to
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Figure 5.3: The top panels show a FM trilayer system (left) and an AFM trilayer

system (right). The middle panels illustrate the bulk band structures of the trilayer

components. Note the exchange splitting of the bands in the magnetic layers. The

bottom panels show the corresponding QW model to each system. Each system is

represented by two quantum wells, one for each spin channel.

understand basic features of the IEC, the system can for each spin channel be

modeled by a one-dimensional electron gas in a potential well, given by the

energy shift between the bulk band structures of the multilayer components.

This is shown in the lower panels of Fig. 5.3. If the magnetic layers are FM

coupled, the quantum wells are symmetric but of different depth. If the layers

are antiferromagnetically (AFM) coupled, the wells are given by two equal

antisymmetric wells. The total energies for the FM and AFM quantum well

systems can be written as EFM=E↑FM+E
↓
FM and EAFM=E↑AFM+E

↓
AFM, where

↑ and ↓ refers to the two spin channels.

For a single quantum well, for energies below the well edge, the states are

quantized leading to the appearance of distinct resonant states. States within

the well, with energies above the edge, connect to propagating states outside

the well. The reflection at the well edges introduces resonances in the local

density of states for k-vectors satisfying tk = 2πN, where t is the thickness of
the spacer layer and N is an integer. The energy change due to the formation

of the well structure is found by integrating the change of density of states,
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Δn, with the energy of the states up to the Fermi energy EF [57],

ΔE(t) =
∫ EF

−∞
dE(E−EF)Δn(E, t). (5.2)

In the asymptotic limit of large spacer widths, the energy due to the formation

of the well is given by [57],

ΔE∞(t)≈ h̄
π
vF
2
|Rstep|2 1t sin(2kFt), (5.3)

where vF is the Fermi velocity, Rstep is the reflection probability at the inter-

face, and kF is the Fermi wave vector.

The interlayer exchange coupling, which is given by the energy difference

between the AFM ordering and the FM ordering, J=EAFM−EFM, where both

spin channels are included, is in the asymptotic limit given by [57],

J∞(t) =
h̄
π
vF
2
[|R1|2+ |R2|2−2|R1R2|]1t sin(2kFt+φ0), (5.4)

where R1 and R2 are the two reflection coefficients at the interface for the two

spin-channels. The coupling oscillates with the thickness of the spacer layer,

t, with a period equal to the Fermi surface spanning vector 2kF. There is also a
decay in the energy of 1/t. The model is successful in describing the presence

of oscillations in the interlayer coupling but fails to account for the appearance

of several oscillation periods and different decay rates seen in real systems.

The QW model can be generalized to three dimensions, where the electron

states have k-vectors with components parallel (k‖) to the interfaces and a

component perpendicular (k⊥) to the interfaces. Assume that the interfaces

are coherent and that momentum in the in-plane directions is conserved. The

total coupling is obtained by integrating the coupling over all the k‖-vectors.
For a spherical Fermi surface the asymptotic coupling is given by [57],

Δ∞E(t) =− h̄
2π2

kF
2
vF
2
|Rstep|2 1t2

[
cos(2kFt)− sin(2kFt)

2kFt

]
, (5.5)

where the coupling period is given by 2kF, which corresponds to the extremal

spanning vector of the Fermi surface. For the three-dimensional model, the

coupling decays as 1/t2.
In general, the Fermi surface of the spacer layer has a complicated shape.

It has been shown [58] that each extremal spanning vector of the the Fermi

surface perpendicular to the interfaces in the system, gives rise to a potential

oscillation period of the IEC. Let q⊥ denote a Fermi surface spanning vector in

the direction perpendicular to the interfaces, between two sheets of the Fermi

surface. An extremal spanning vector, qα
⊥, is defined by

dq⊥
dk‖

(kα
‖ ) = 0, (5.6)
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Figure 5.4: A repeated zone illustration of a Fermi surface slice of V. The slice which

is along the (001) and (010) directions and contains the Γ-point has all the interest-

ing Fermi surface calipers for understanding the oscillatory behavior of the IEC. The

calipers are displayed with arrows and labeled with the oscillation periods that they

correspond to.

where kα
‖ denotes the in-plane components of the extremal spanning point α .

Fig. 5.4 shows a slice through Γ of the calculated Fermi surface for V and

the identified extremal spanning vectors. Characteristics of a certain coupling

period, such as amplitude and decay rate, depend on a local neighborhood of

the extremal spanning vector. The vector can be expanded [59] as

q⊥(k‖) = qα
⊥−

(kx− kα
x )

2

κα
x

− (ky− kα
y )

2

κα
y

, (5.7)

where κα
x and κα

x are the curvature radii. The decay rate of the oscillation

period, qα
⊥, depends on the curvature radii in the following manner [59]:

κα
x < ∞,κα

y < ∞ 1/t2

κα
x < ∞,κα

y = ∞ 1/t3/2

κα
x = ∞,κα

y < ∞ 1/t3/2

κα
x = ∞,κα

y = ∞ 1/t.

(5.8)

In real systems the interface reflection is strongly k-dependent. For this rea-
son the structure of the QW varys depending on k‖. For certain k‖, a potential
barrier rather than a potential well is formed by the multilayer structure, intro-

ducing evanescent states in the spacer.

In conclusion, for a multilayer of itinerant magnetic layers, the behavior of

the coupling is a combined result of the complex Fermi surface of the spacer
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and the spin asymmetry of the reflection coefficients at the interfaces. The

Fermi surface determines the oscillation periods and the decay rate of the cou-

pling and the reflection coefficients determine the magnitude of the coupling.

5.2.2 Atomistic model

For systems where the atomic moments are localized, such as in Er where the

magnetic moment is dominated by the 4 f -electrons, an atomistic model might

provide a better description of the system. The spin dynamic method presented

in Chapter 3 is based on an atomistic approach. Our starting point is the atomic

moment approximation (AMA), a description of the magnetic system in terms

of an atomic picture, where a rigid moment is associated with each atom [25].

In Chapter 6, a mapping of a layered system onto an atomistic model is shown

for the trilayer system Fe3/Cr4/Fe3. An atomistic model which considers in-

teraction between individual atoms naturally becomes more complex than the

QW model, where interactions between the layers are considered directly. In

this section, we consider a model of atomic layers, where the atomic moments

within the layers are ordered ferromagnetically, and we address the interlayer

interaction between the atomic layers. To understand the general behavior of

two atomic layers of interacting moments, consider a contact potential

V (r,s) = Aδ (r−R)ŝ · Ŝ, (5.9)

where A is the strength of the interaction, ŝ is a spin operator acting on the

conduction electrons and Ŝ is a spin operator acting on a localized moment.

The interaction between two localized moments, interacting via the conduc-

tion electrons can then be expressed as,

Vi j = J(Ri j)Si ·S j, (5.10)

where the coupling J within the free-electron approximation and in the asymp-

totic limit of large spacing t is given by [58]

J∞(R) =
4A2mk4F
(2π)3h̄2

cos(2kFR)
(2kFR)3

. (5.11)

A corresponding expression can be written for planes of interacting magnetic

moments instead of single magnetic moments. The bilinear coupling term for

the interaction between two layers or sheets of spin is within the free-electron

approximation according to Ref. [58] given by

J1 =− h̄2k2F
4π2mt2

( βkF
β 2+ k2F

)2
sin(2nkFt), (5.12)

where

β =
mASNS

2h̄
, (5.13)
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and NS is the areal spin density. Just as for the itinerant magnet systems, there

is an oscillation in the coupling given by the extremal spanning vector of the

Fermi surface, and there is a decay in the coupling amplitude of 1/t2. The case
of a general Fermi surface was treated in [59], where the decay rate is found to

depend on the neighborhood of the extremal Fermi surface spanning vectors

in the same fashion as in Eq. (5.8).

In Paper VII we address the interlayer coupling in the Er/Lu multilayer sys-

tem. As seen in Chapter 4, in the bulk, Er exhibits a spin spiral both within

theory and experiment. Since the atomic moments are strongly localized and

the magnetic layers in the multilayer structure may exhibit non-collinear or-

der, we use an atomistic model for interpreting this system. The system can

be mapped onto an atomistic model and multilayer systems of various layer

thicknesses may be modeled. The complex interplay of the atomic interactions

generate a spin spiral order within the Er layers and a spin spiral coupling be-

tween the Er layers.

5.3 Alloying in magnetic multilayers

By introducing impurities in the spacer layers, it is possible to in a controlled

way modify properties of the multilayer. The impurities have a direct effect on

the IEC. The Fermi surface is modified, changing the length of the Fermi sur-

face calipers responsible for the coupling. The interface reflection is modified

changing the amplitude and the phase of the oscillation periods. Furthermore,

impurities introduce disorder into the spacer leading to disorder scattering

resulting in an additional damping factor to the coupling [60, 61, 62]. By in-

troducing magnetic impurities a competing exchange mechanism may also

appear. At sufficiently high concentrations of magnetic impurities a path for

direct metallic exchange across the interface opens up. This mechanism may

be used as a means of tuning the IEC.

In Fig. 5.5 we show the calculated magnetic phase diagram of

Fe3/[FexV1−x]n with respect to spacer thickness n and impurity concentration

x. These calculations as well as calculations for other spacer impurities are

presented in Paper VIII-IX. Black regions represent FM ordering and white

regions represent AFM ordering. Above an impurity concentration of 20 %

Fe in the spacer, the coupling is FM for all spacer thicknesses. This is due

to a appearance of FM order in the spacer layers. Below this concentration,

there are oscillations in the magnetic order with respect to the thickness of

the spacer layers which are due to the oscillatory nature of the IEC. It is

also possible to see a gradual shift of the oscillation fringes with increasing

impurity concentration which may be explained by impurity induced changes

in the Fermi surface.
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Figure 5.5: Calculated phase diagram for Fe3/[FexV1−x]n multilayers. The horizontal

axis shows the spacer thicknesses n and the vertical axis the impurity concentration

x in the spacers. Black areas represent FM ordering and white areas represent AFM

ordering.

5.4 Interface structure

Single-crystal multilayers represent the highest obtainable degree of perfec-

tion, with respect to interface and crystalline quality. This type of multilayer

is often referred to as a superlattice. Typically, superlattices are grown by

molecular beam epitaxy or sputtering. The growth temperature has to be suffi-

ciently high to ensure large surface mobility and thereby enable layer-by-layer

growth [63]. At the same time, the temperature must be sufficiently low to pre-

vent the metals from interdiffusing and thereby forming alloys. This delicate

balance between surface and bulk mobility determines the interface quality

of the multilayer. In reality an ideal layer-by-layer growth can never be ob-

tained. In Paper X we find that many properties that are special for multilay-

ers depend on the interface quality. In Papers X-XI we perform a combined

experimental and theoretical study of the Fe/V multilayer system and the in-

fluence of interface structure. In Papers XII-XIV, a similar study is performed

on the Fe0.82Ni0.18/V multilayer system where we also look at the influence

of the growth temperature. In magnetic superlattices, interface roughness and

interface mixing are the most important types of imperfections. These types

are schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.6. Interface roughness denotes the for-

mation of large islands and protrusions at the interface of two materials, and

leads to a thickness variation of the spacer layers as well as the magnetic lay-

ers. Interface intermixing denotes the formation of an alloy at the interface of

the two materials.
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Figure 5.6: A parameterization of interface roughness and interface intermixing in

terms of distribution functions used in this thesis. Panel (a) illustrates an ideal inter-

face, panel (b) an interface with interface roughness and panel (c) an interface with

interface intermixing.

In our model calculations which consider interface structure, we parame-

terize the extent of interface roughness and interface intermixing in a multi-

layer in terms of a single parameter each. For both interface roughness and

interface intermixing, two different parameterizations have been used in Pa-

per X and Paper XII. Both parameterizations are based on the assumption that

roughness and intermixing is symmetric across the interface and equal for all

interfaces of the multilayer. In Paper XII we assume that roughness and inter-

mixing extends only one monolayer from the interface. In Paper X we assume

that roughness and intermixing extends more than one monolayer from the

interface. For roughness, we here assume that the island height and protrusion

depth follows a normal distribution with the width ΓT . For intermixing, we

assume that the concentration profile follows a normal distribution with width

ΓC. The geometrical extent of the roughness and mixing by the parameters ΓT
and ΓC is illustrated in Fig. 5.6.

Calculations that include the effect of interface roughness can be performed

for terraces with large lateral extent such that a multilayer of formal compo-

sition, e.g., Fe3V7, may be thought to be composed of multilayers Fe2V8,

Fe3V7, and Fe4V6, with a distribution specified by ΓT . A weighted average

of total energies over the full thickness variation is performed. The effect of

interface intermixing is included directly into the DFT calculation by means

of CPA described in Chapter 2.

We have not modeled structural relaxation and misfit dislocations at the

interfaces which are effects that distort the regular lattice structure. These dis-

tortions exist in general and lead to incoherent interfaces and a loss of the 2D

translational symmetry of the multilayer structure. In general these effects lead

to a damping of the oscillations in the IEC for k-vectors with a large transver-

sal components. For such k-vectors, quantumwell resonances are smeared due

to the loss in translational symmetry.
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In Paper X, we examine the effect of interface quality on the magnetic mo-

ment, IEC and critical temperature of the Fe/V system. Interface intermixing

has a strong effect on multilayer properties that depend on the local chemical

environment within the interface region. The magnetic moment of an atom is

strongly dependent on its local chemical environment. Interface intermixing

changes the local environment of the atoms at the interfaces in a way which

may enhance or reduce the magnetic moment of the interface region depend-

ing on the extent of the intermixing and magnetic properties of the alloy for

different alloy concentrations. The critical temperatures of magnetic multi-

layers is in a similar way seen to be strongly affected by the local chemical

surrounding of the atoms. For some systems the interlayer exchange coupling

oscillates rapidly with the thickness of the spacer layer. The thickness vari-

ation due to interface roughness eliminates short period oscillations in the

IEC, while long period oscillations are unaffected. For rough interfaces, dipo-

lar interactions across the spacer layers may contribute to the coupling. The

islands and protrusions act as dipoles that interact with each other over the

nonmagnetic layers. Simulations of dipolar interactions for rough interfaces

where done in Ref. [64] and show that they may lead to coupling energies of

the order of 0.01 mRy per atom. Interface intermixing also affects the IEC by

changing the reflection properties at the interfaces. The quantum well states

are smeared, resulting in a less distinct multilayer structure with reduced am-

plitudes of all coupling periods.

5.5 Coupling between an AFM and a FM

The coupling between ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) thin

films is still not well understood, despite several decades of research [65, 66].

Two common features of this coupling is (1) an exchange bias or a shift of

the magnetization curve of the FM layer away from the zero field axis and

(2) an increased coercivity or uniaxial anisotropy of the FM layer due to con-

tact with the AFM. One reason for the lack of theoretical understanding of the

coupling is the sensitivity to interface quality. A full understanding of the cou-

pling requires consideration of the true interface structure including interface

mixing, roughness and structural relaxation and how these properties affect

the exchange and magnetostatic interactions across the interface. Even though

details of the interface structure play an important role for the coupling in

FM/AFM systems, it is still of interest to examine how different interactions

across an ideal interface contribute to the overall coupling.

In Paper XV, we discuss the role of the exchange interaction across the in-

terface. We use an atomistic model similar to the one described in Sec. 5.2.2.

A Heisenberg Hamiltonian is used to account for interatomic exchange. Our

discussion here is based on the LKGM mapping (see Sec. 2.6) from the DFT

ground state structure to a Heisenberg Hamiltonian. We introduce a small de-
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viation to the ideal Heisenberg Hamiltonian which we denote exchange asym-

metry and which accounts for a biquadratic correction to the angular depen-

dence of the exchange parameters. We do not calculate the magnitude of this

correction. Instead, we treat the correction as a parameter and we discuss

how it affects the coupling across an interface of a FM/AFM bilayer where

the AFM interface is fully compensated. Next, we introduce a correction to

the exchange parameters due to magnetostrictive effects. Within the Heisen-

berg Hamiltonian, the atomic positions are usually regarded as fixed and the

exchange parameters are therefore independent of the magnetostrictive mo-

tion of the atoms. We do not attempt to calculate the magnetostrictive effect.

Instead we identify interface sites where magnetostrictive forces differ. An

asymmetry between these different sites is introduced in the exchange param-

eters. The asymmetry is described by a parameter and we investigate how this

asymmetry affects the coupling across the interface of the bilayer.

It has previously been shown that a theoretical model of an ideal FM/AFM

structure based on the Heisenberg Hamiltonian results in a strong perpendic-

ular coupling between the moments of the FM and AFM layers [67, 68]. Nev-

ertheless experiments sometimes report parallel coupling and in other cases

a perpendicular coupling across the interface. We find within our model that

even for a very small value of the exchange asymmetry, discussed above, we

obtain a rather strong energy lowering mechanism which may favor either

parallel or perpendicular coupling across the interface. Hence the exchange

asymmetry, or a correction to the angular dependence of the exchange param-

eters, has profound consequences for the coupling in the AFM/FM system and

results in a uniaxial anisotropy of the FM layer. Moreover it has previously

been shown that the Heisenberg model of a FM/AFM system where the AFM

is fully compensated does not result in an exchange bias of the FM layer. Con-

sidering a small symmetry breaking mechanism between different sublattices

of the AFM at the interface Lederman et al. [69] were able to explain the pres-
ence of an exchange bias. We identify magnetostriction and interface structure

as a possible source for the asymmetry and by including this asymmetry we

are able to explain the presence of an exchange bias.
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6. Magnetic switching

Magnetic switching refers to the concept of altering the magnetic state. Tra-

ditionally, this has been achieved by the use of externally applied magnetic

fields. Concepts of performing magnetic switching has attracted much atten-

tion the past years both from a fundamental point of view and a technological

point of view. On a fundamental level new concepts of altering a magnetic

state have appeared, such as current induced switching, laser induced demag-

netization and laser induced magnetization reversal in antiferromagnets. From

a technological point of view, new switching concepts are required in fu-

ture technology. As the magnetic bits become smaller, recording media with

larger coercivity are required in order to withstand thermal fluctuations and

maintaining a stable bit-magnetization (paramagnetic limit). With traditional

techniques, larger switching fields are required to overcome the coercivity of

the media during switching. In hard disk technology, this has lead to the ad-

vance of perpendicular recording where the recording geometry permits larger

switching fields. For future devices new concepts of switching must be devel-

oped. A promising path is heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) which

involves a simultaneous heating of the recording media during magnetization

reversal. This chapter reviews the basics of magnetic switching in externally

applied magnetic fields. We then consider the fundamental behavior of a ferro-

magnet in the limit of ultra strong switching fields (Paper I, XVI). Finally, we

discuss a proposed device based on antiferromagnetically coupled bilayers,

were shorter switching times than in conventional thin films may be obtained

(Paper XVII).

6.1 Switching in a ferromagnet

In order to illustrate the mechanisms relevant for switching, we consider first a

ferromagnet. As an external field is applied mainly anti-parallel to a FM there

is a resulting precessional and damping torque on the magnetization. In most

applications, magnetic switching is achieved by utilizing the damping torque.

The magnetization undergoesmultiple precessional oscillations around the ex-

ternal field axis before reaching alignment with the external field. This process

typically takes several nanoseconds.

A more efficient switching is obtained by utilizing the precessional torque

as in precessional switching [70], where the external field is applied perpen-

dicular to the magnetization. The fundamental limit of precessional switching
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in a FM is directly related to the precessional frequency of the FM in the exter-

nal field and thereby the strength of the external field. Precessional switching

however puts much greater requirements on controlling the external field. In

a field pulse with an amplitude of 0.1 T, switching times of 0.2 ns may be

achieved. However, detailed control of the pulse length is critical for the final

orientation of the moment.

Instead of utilizing the damping and precessional motion of the magneti-

zation in the external field, it has been fruitful to use the precessional motion

of the magnetization in the shape anisotropy for achieving fast switching. In

nano-structures, dipolar interactions give rise to a fairly strong (0.1∼1 T) de-

magnetization field or shape anisotropy which may be utilized for the pur-

pose of switching. In FM thin films there is a hard-axis shape anisotropy and

switching is typically dominated by the combined effect of the precessional

motion of the magnetization in this shape anisotropy and the damping motion

in the external field. In these structures the strength of the shape anisotropy

sets the lower limit for the switching time. Experiments and simulations on

FM thin films show sub-nanosecond reversal rates [71, 72]. Within quasibal-

listic magnetization reversal where an external field pulse is used for exciting

the magnetization into a precessional motion in the shape anisotropy, switch-

ing times of 165 ps have been demonstrated [73].

6.2 Ultrafast switching by a relativistic electron beam

As the strength of the switching field is increased, the precessional torque and

damping torque are expected to increase proportionally with the applied field

strength. Recent experiments on magnetization dynamics in ultra strong mag-

netic field pulses, produced by the Oersted field of a relativistic electron beam,

report an asymmetry in the response depending on if the field pulse is applied

parallel with or anti-parallel with the magnetization direction [74]. This asym-

metry was not fully reproduced within micromagnetic simulations. It can be

shown in atomistic spin dynamic simulations, that the macrospin approxima-

tion, which is the foundation for micromagnetics, breaks down at sufficiently

high external fields. This was shown in Paper I, where external fields of 100-

1000 T were applied to bcc Fe at T=300 K. At these extreme switching fields,

the size of the macrospin in altered. These fields are however much larger

than the switching fields produced by the relativistic electron beam in the ex-

periments, which had a maximum field strength of 35 T. The magnetization

dynamics in the switching experiments are on the other hand more complex

than that of the setup considered in Paper I. In the experiments with a relativis-

tic electron beam, switching is governed by the combination of external fields,

shape anisotropy and magneto-crystalline anisotropy, where the magnitude of

the shape anisotropy is related to the size of the macrospin. In Paper XVI, we

perform atomistic spin dynamics simulations on the full switching behavior of
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Figure 6.1: Schematic figure of an MRAM-device utilizing antiferromagnetism for fa

ster switching times.

the experiments on ultra strongmagnetic field pulses.We however find that the

variation of the size of the macrospin which is taken into account in atomistic

spin dynamics does not account for the asymmetry found in the experiments.

6.3 Ultrafast switching in antiferromagnets

In search for ever faster switching, different processes for the magnetization

dynamics must be investigated. One avenue is to search for means of utilizing

the internal exchange field in a magnet which can be several orders of mag-

nitude stronger than an external field or a demagnetization field. It has been

found that a laser pulse can be used to demagnetize a FM sample on time

scales of 100 fs. This has lead to research in what is now referred to as ul-

trafast demagnetization [75, 46] where it is the relaxation of the electron spin

in the exchange field which determines the switching speed. Another interest-

ing method of utilizing the exchange field for magnetization reversal, is the

dynamics of antiferromagnetic (AFM) structures, and it has been noted that

switching processes can be made orders of magnitude faster than for conven-

tional switching in ferromagnetic materials. AFM structures, where the mag-

netic order is changed through a thermally assisted change of the magnetic

anisotropy have been studied in Ref. [76]. A drawback of AFM structures is

the absence of net magnetization making it difficult to read the magnetic state

of the system.

In Paper XVII we propose to utilize the fast switching behavior of AFM

structures in a magnetic heterostructure geometry for use as an extremely fast

MRAM (magnetic random access memory) device. We demonstrate that the

device exhibits switching times of less than 20 ps. In the structure we propose

here, the AFM coupling is used for obtaining a minimum switching time.
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The geometry of the suggested device is shown in Fig. 6.1. The stored binary

code is carried by the resistance through a pillar consisting of two magnetic

layers separated by a non-magnetic spacer layer which provides a substantial

GMR effect [2, 77]. This part of the device is called the ’GMR unit’. Only

the top layer of the GMR unit has its magnetization reversed when a pulse is

sent through the top lead, since the magnetic layer close to the bottom lead is

pinned. This could be achieved by considering a material with a large coercive

field for this layer (e.g. Co). A magnetic layer is positioned on top of the top

lead, and the geometry is here chosen so that there is a strong antiferromag-

netic coupling between the magnetic element over the top lead and the layer

just below the top lead. We will refer to this antiferromagnetic structure as the

’AFM unit’. The functionality of the device is such that if a current is sent

through the top lead, an Oersted field is generated and depending on the di-

rection of the current one can generate fields that switches a particular unit to

have the lowest magnetic layer of the AFM unit being parallel or antiparallel

to the lowest, pinned layer of the GMR unit. By measuring the magnetoresis-

tance of the GMR unit one may detect the binary information stored.

The purpose of the AFM unit is to provide an antiferromagnetic coupling

in a system which has the potential of switching extremely fast. Atomistic

spin dynamics simulations were performed on an AFM structure consisting of

AFM coupled magnetic layers. As a model system we use Fe3/Cr4/Fe3 which

is known to exhibit a strong antiferromagnetic coupling [78]. By means of

density functional theory (DFT) using the KKR-ASA method the ground state

electronic structure of the system is calculated and mapped onto a Heisenberg

Hamiltonian.

A switching process of the proposed device is mimiced by simulating the

response to applying two oppositely directed static external fields to the AFM

unit, one field to each Fe layer, oppositely directed to the magnetization. In

Fig. 6.2 we present the evolution of the components of the average magneti-

zation for one of the Fe layers in the trilayer during the switching process. The

x-axis is in the out-of-plane direction. The magnetization is initially directed

almost along the negative z-direction (175◦) and the external field (0.1 T) is ap-
plied in the z-direction. The AFM interlayer exchange coupling has a similar

effect on the switching procedure as the shape-anisotropy in the FM thin film,

but has a potential of being much stronger resulting in a faster switching pro-

cess. In this particular simulation we obtain a reversal time of approximately

20 ps.

In order to understand the rapid switching behavior of an AFM and mea-

sures that can be taken to further decrease the switching time it is crucial to

understand the interplay between the external fields and the internal exchange

field in the AFM and the severe frustration between the AFM components

of the structure that the external fields cause. This is described in detail in

Paper XVII.
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Figure 6.2: A simulation of the magnetization reversal of a Fe3/Cr4/Fe3 trilayer in a

field of 0.1 T. The plot shows the time evolution of the components of the average

magnetization of one of the Fe layers. The simulation is performed at 0 K with a

damping constant of α = 0.01. The magnetization is initially directed almost along

the negative z-direction (175◦). Shape anisotropies have been neglected.
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7. Outlook

With the development of magnetic technology and experimental techniques,

theoretical studies of atomistic spin-dynamics and magnetic multilayers will

be even more important in the future.

On an atomic level, spin dynamics is yet a fairly unexplored territory within

magnetism and with potential for large conceptual as well as methodological

development. With the shrinking length scale of structures used in technology

and the increased importance of complex magnetic structures, one can pre-

dict an increasing importance of questions that can be addressed by atomistic

spin dynamics. On the methodological side, much can be done in terms of

improving accuracy of the simulations. Better parametrizations of interatomic

exchange interactions or faster methods of extracting interatomic exchange

interactions from DFT may be developed. The damping of the atomic spins

and the exchange of energy and angular momentum between spins, electrons

and lattice is not completely understood. Even though theoretical calculations

of the damping of the uniform motion of the magnetization have been per-

formed, calculating the damping of the individual atomic spins in the effective

exchange field still presents a challenge for theory.

Many of the basic properties of magnetic multilayers such as the interlayer

exchange coupling are now considered fairly well understood on a fundamen-

tal level. There are still aspects of multilayers where much research needs to

be done, such as for example the dynamic properties, with effects such as the

spin-transfer torque and spin-pumping. This thesis concerns another develop-

ment of theory on multilayers towards more realistic models of experiments.

With increasing computational power it will be possible to perform even more

realistic calculations of multilayers including better models for the structural

properties of the interfaces. One could even imagine simulating the growth

process of magnetic multilayers by molecular dynamics in order to under-

stand the influence of different growth techniques and temperatures on the

interfaces. These developments are important in order to obtain a more quan-

titative theory of realistic multilayers and structures that may eventually be

utilized in technology.
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Summary in Swedish:
Spinndynamik och magnetiska multilager

Magnetism härrör från elektronernas spinn och orbitala rörelsemängdsmo-

ment. Elektronstrukturen utgör grunden för de magnetiska egenskaperna

hos ett material. Att beräkna elektronstrukturen i ett material utgör ett

kvantmekaniskt mångkropparsproblem, som kan lösas på ett approximativt

sätt genom s k täthetsfunktionalteori (DFT). Täthetsfunktionalteori utgör

grunden för arbetet i denna avhandling som rör spinndynamik hos magnetiska

material samt egenskaper hos magnetiska multilager.

Magnetisk teknik är förmodligen mest känt för sin användning inom datala-

gringsindustrin i hårddiskar och magnetiska minneskretsar. Här används ma-

terialets magnetiska frihetsgrad för att lagra information. En fördel med mag-

netisk teknik är att det inte krävs något elektriskt fält för att den lagrade

informationen ska bestå. I applikationer kan strömmen slås av utan att den

lagrade informationen försvinner. I och med den snabba utvecklingen av la-

gringkapaciteten i hårdiskar, blir storleken på de lagrade magnetiska bitarna

allt mindre. Ett problem som begränsar dagens teknik allteftersom de mag-

netiska bitarna blir mindre, är att de samtidigt blir allt mer instabila. Ju mindre

de magnetiska bitarna är, desto mindre energi krävs för att ändra riktning på

en bit, vilket gör att de blir allt mer känsliga för termiska fluktationer. Detta

innebär att allt högre anisotropier krävs i lagringsmediet för att övervinna de

termiska fluktuationerna. Med högre anisotropier blir det samtidigt allt svårare

att ändra riktning på magnetiseringen då så önskas, t ex då den lagrade infor-

mationen ska ändras. För att övervinna dessa problem krävs nya paradigm för

magnetisk datalagring. Ett annat potentiellt användningsområde för magnetisk

teknik är s k spinn-elektronik där elektronernas spinn används som informa-

tionsbärare i elektriska kretsar för att utföra logiska operationer. Utvecklingen

av detta område beror till stor del på utvecklingen av magnetiska halvledare

vilket har attraherat mycket forskning de senaste åren. Den fortsatta utvecklin-

gen av magnetisk teknik kräver en utveckling av förståelsen av magnetism på

en grundläggande nivå. Denna avhandling speglar tre viktiga aspekter av nu-

varande forskning inom magnetism. De är den ökade betydelsen av numeriska

simuleringar, den ökade betydelsen av materialforskning på atomär nivå samt

det ökade intresset för nanostrukturer som t ex magnetiska multilager.

I denna avhandling har en metod utvecklats för att studera spinndynamik

hos ett material på atomär nivå. I verkligheten utgör magnetiseringen hos ett

material ett kontinuum som härör från elektronerna och dess rörelse, men
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SPINNDYNAMIK OCHMAGNETISKAMULTILAGER

där den mesta av magnetiseringen oftast är lokaliserad till atomerna. I den

metod för spinndynamik som används i denna avhandling, används en diskret

modell av magnetiseringen, där magnetiseringen antas vara lokaliserad

till atomerna och där magnetiseringen kan beskrivas i termer av atomära

moment. Rörelseekvationenerna för dessa atomära moment beror på den

kvantmekaniska elektron-strukturen hos materialet och kan härledas från

täthetsfunktionalteori. Traditionellt sett studeras magnetiseringsdynamik

på en större längdskala (mikrometer skala) med den fenomenologiska

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) ekvationen. Denna metod har visat sig

kraftfull för många ändamål, men bygger på ett antal approximationer vilket

begränsar dess tillämpning. För att studera system med komlex kemisk strutur

(så som legeringar och nanostrukturer) eller system med en komplicerad

magnetisk struktur (så som antiferromagneter eller spinnspiraler) eller för att

studera material under extrema förhållanden (så som höga anisotropifält och

magnetfält), krävs noggrannare metoder. I denna avhandlingen används den

nya metoden för spinndynamik bl a för att studera ferromagneter i starka

magnetfält och anisotropifält. Här finner vi beteenden som avviker från

det beteende som beskrivs av den traditionella LLG-ekvationen. Dessutom

studeras spinndynamiken i ett antal system, MnxGa1−xAs och Cu0.8Mn0.2,

där de magnetiska atomerna är slumpmässigt fördelade i materialet.

På 1990-talet upptäcktes att en ström på ett direkt sätt kan användas för

att ändra det magnetiska tillståndet hos ett material. I dagen applikationer an-

vänds magnetiska fält för detta ändamål. Denna upptäckt har lett till mycket

forskning pga mekanismens stora teknisk potential, då en elektrisk ström kan

användas för att ändra den lagrade informationen i ett datalagringsmedium.

Storleken på effekten för ett specifikt material kan beräknas utifrån täthets-

funktonalteori. I denna avhandling studeras effekten i material som på en

atomär nivå har en magnetisk struktur som liknar en spiral. Med hjalp av

beräkningar förutsäger vi att en pålagd ström i dessa system leder till en ro-

tation av den magnetiska strukturen. Detta visas både genom enkla modell-

beräkningar samt genom materialspecifika beräkningar på Er och fcc Fe som

båda har en spinnspiral-struktur naturligt. Ännu har dock inga experimentella

studier gjorts för att påvisa denna effekt.

I och med att nanostrukturer blir allt mer vanliga inom industrin krävs en

utökad förståelse av deras beteenede. Redan idag tillhör magnetiska nanos-

trukturer de kritiska komponenterna i t ex hårddiskar. Vanligt förekommande

nanostrukturer inom applikationer är s k multilager som består av omväx-

lande magnetiska och omagnetiska material. Endel av dessa system uppvisar

viktiga egenskaper så som gigantisk magnetoresistans (GMR) och interlager

koppling (IEC), som är kritiska för strukturernas användning i applikationer.

Den teoretiska förståelsen av multilager med perfekta gränsskikt utarbetades

redan under 1990-talet. Pga av fysiska villkor som styr tillverkningsprocessen

kan multilager med helt perfekta gränsskikt aldrig framställas och därmed ger

teoretiska modelleringar av multilager med perfekta gränsskikt endast en kval-
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itativ bild av dess beteende. Temperaturen vid tillverkningen av multilager har

visat sig kritisk för kvaliteten på gränsytorna. Vid för hög temperatur smälter

de olika lagren samman till en legering och vid för låg temperatur blir lagrens

tjocklek ojämn. Det har också visat sig svårt att experimentellt mäta struk-

turen på gränsskikten i multilager. I detta arbete har vi studerat olika egen-

skaper hos multilager och dess beroende av gränskiktens kvalitet. Genom att

ta hänsyn till den verkliga strukturen i multilager har vi erhållit en modell

som ger kvantitativ överenstämmelse med experiment. Vi har dessutom stud-

erat hur interlager-kopplingen samt ledningsförmågan hos multilager ändras

vid legering av de omagnetiska mellanlagerna med små koncentrationer av

magnetiska föroreningar. Genom kombinerade teoretiska och experimentella

studier av flera multilageregenskaper kan denna typ av teoretisk modellering

inte bara användas för att beskriva experiment men också för att på ett indirekt

sätt bestämma gränsskiktens kvalitet i experimenten.
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